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Current Log We’re excited to bring our members another general issue of Current. This issue offers
a variety of articles and activities, from building ocean literacy in K-12 classrooms through integrating
the study of coral reefs, to activities that promote awareness of our diverse marine ecosystems, to
exploring the challenges of teaching marine biology in non-coastal states, as well as other exciting topics
that continue to provide us with new ways to discover “the world of water.” We will publish one general
issue per year, so please continue to send in your original manuscripts on research, lessons, resources, or
strategies for teaching marine education. For more information on article submission deadlines and/or
author guidelines, please feel free to contact me at Ltooker@sbcglobal.net.
The NMEA is gearing up once again for our 2010 Annual Conference, July 18-23 in Gatlinburg,
Tennessee. The theme is From the Mountains to the Sea. The conference begins with an exhibit preview
and reception along with the Stegner Lecture performance. Days are filled with exciting general and
concurrent sessions and evening events include a fun-filled night at Ripley’s Aquarium of the Smokies
along with a real Tennessee Hoedown at Dumplin Valley farm. Visit www.nmeaweb.org/gatlinburg2010
for a tentative conference overview, dates to remember, hotel information, and more. Join us this year in
Tennessee, along with the Tennessee Educators of Aquatic and Marine Science (TEAMS), hosting this
year’s 2010 NMEA Conference! (See page 43 for more conference details.)
We wish to once again thank the Bridge for contributing links for this issue. You can visit the Bridge’s
website at www.marine-ed.org/bridge for more information on ocean science topics, organizations,
lesson plans, career information, and professional development opportunities.
Cheers and see you in Tennessee this summer!
Lisa Tooker
Editor
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THE CASE OF THE SICK CORAL: A MODEL FOR INTEGRATING
RESEARCH AND EDUCATION TO TRANSLATE AUTHENTIC
RESEARCH INTO A CLASSROOM INQUIRY INVESTIGATION OF
OCEAN LITERACY PRINCIPLES
By Kimberly A. Tice and Kanesa M. Duncan

This inquiry-based lesson series, The Case of the Sick
Coral, guides high school students in developing and testing
hypotheses about the differential susceptibility of corals to
bleaching. The place-based activities combine genetics with
ecology to promote in-depth learning by facilitating students’
application of new knowledge to novel situations. The Case
of the Sick Coral addresses four of the seven Ocean Literacy
Principles and was developed through a partnership involving
high school teachers, University of Hawai‘i (UH) educators, and
Hawai‘i Institute of Marine Biology (HIMB) researchers. Such
partnerships are beneficial not only for the researchers and their
projects, but also for students and teachers. The partnership
described here serves as a model to encourage teachers to
seek out their own research-teaching partnerships.
CORAL REEFS AND OCEAN LITERACY
Building ocean literacy in K-12 classrooms is an important
component of the educational sequence for all students
because it is ultimately the ocean that makes our planet Earth
habitable (Essential Principles of Ocean Literacy, College of
Exploration 2006; Schoedinger et al. 2006). Ocean literacy
includes both the ability to understand the mutual influence
of the ocean and humankind, as well as the ability to make
informed and responsible decisions about ocean resources,
including resources such as coral reefs that are confined to
tropical zones. Many K-12 students in the U.S. do not have
personal experience with tropical coral reefs, yet understanding
reefs is an essential component of ocean literacy. Teachers
can combat their students’ lack of first-hand experience by
integrating the study of coral reefs into the classroom.
Coral reefs are the most diverse marine ecosystems on Earth.
The complex structures produced by reef-building corals provide
food and shelter for hundreds of thousands of species, including
many that are still unknown to science (Hoegh-Guldberg 1999).
Even on well-studied reefs such as the Great Barrier Reef,
scientists are still identifying new species (Perry and Norton
2008). The complex network of organisms dependent on coral
reefs provides an excellent introduction to the great diversity
of life found in the ocean’s varied ecosystems (Ocean Literacy
Principle five).
The survival of humans and coral reefs are inextricably linked
(Ocean Literacy Principle six). Coral reefs provide numerous

benefits to humans, including income from fishing and
tourism, and they shape the features of Earth (Ocean Literacy
Principle two) by protecting shorelines and reducing wave
action. In this way, corals allow humans to safely inhabit
coastal areas that would otherwise be subject to severe storm
damage and erosion. Corals also help create ecosystems such
as mangroves and seagrass beds, which require calm waters
(Hoegh-Guldberg 1999).
Although coral reefs are important to humans, our actions
threaten their survival. Pollution and overfishing have both
degraded coral reef ecosystems, and coral bleaching, due to
increased greenhouse gases and climate change, is emerging
as the critical threat to the health and persistence of coral reef
ecosystems (Hughes et al. 2003). However, despite the urgency
of this threat, there is still much scientists do not understand
about coral ecosystems and coral bleaching. Coral reefs, like
much of the ocean, are largely unexplored (Ocean Literacy
Principle seven). With the development of new technologies,
such as the use of genetic tools, scientists hope to learn more
about coral reef ecosystems to ensure their survival.
THE GENETICS OF CORAL REEFS
Understanding the genetic connectivity of coral reefs is essential
to understanding their basic ecology and fundamentally
important in designing marine reserves. Most studies have
examined connectivity on broad spatial scales and, as a result,
we know little about the relatedness of corals on a single reef.
This lack of understanding is significant because bleaching
on coral reefs is notoriously patchy; often a healthy coral can
be found adjacent to a coral that has been bleached. The
differences in bleaching susceptibility are poorly understood:
why does one coral colony thrive while its neighbor perishes?
It is unclear whether these patterns are due to small-scale
variation in environmental factors, such as temperature or
to genetic differences between corals or between their algal
symbionts (Hughes et al. 2003).
Dr. Stephen Karl, a marine biologist at HIMB, recently set out to
investigate the micro-spatial scale genetic structure of two patch
reefs: one in Kaneohe Bay, Oahu, where HIMB is located, and
another in the Northwest Hawaiian Islands (NWHI). In order to
understand the relatedness of corals within these reefs, Dr. Karl
and his graduate student, Kelvin Gorospe, needed to map the
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location of and collect a tissue sample for genetic analyses from
every individual colony of the coral Pocillopora damicornis on
the selected reefs.
However, with thousands of coral colonies on a single small
patch reef, this was a daunting task to undertake. With the aid
of the authors, Dr. Karl enlisted the help of high school science
teachers, who would be able to help accomplish the research
goals while gaining first-hand research experience to share with
their students.
CORAL GENETICS RESEARCH-TEACHING PARTNERSHIP
High school science teachers were invited to apply for the
research partnership, which involved certification as scientific
divers and participation in an intensive three-week summer
workshop. Three public school teachers and one public charter
school teacher were chosen as participants. Funding to cover
teacher training and supplies was secured from the University of
Hawai‘i Sea Grant College Program and the University of Hawai‘i
at Mānoa Graduate Teaching Fellowships in K-12 Education
Program (GK-12). Funding to Dr. Stephen Karl from the National
Science Foundation covered research materials and HIMB
provided support such as lab space and research vessels.
The workshop was designed to serve several purposes,
including providing the teachers professional development
through first-hand experience with cutting-edge scientific
research. This research experience was intended to augment the
teachers’ formal education, which often lacks real, investigative
experience with the scientific process. College science courses,
especially at the undergraduate level, are typically taught via
direct lecture accompanied by cookbook-style labs. This type
of learning environment does not adequately prepare teachers
to effectively engage students in scientific inquiry because
the teachers themselves also need to be comfortable with
the process of inquiry and experimentation. Teacher-scientist

research partnerships can help teachers achieve this expertise;
partnerships emphasize all aspects of the scientific process
and allow teachers to connect with the content knowledge and
expertise of partner scientists (Baumgartner et al. 2006). Teachers
in the coral workshop were involved in the implementation of
the coral reef mapping and sampling protocols, and they also
had the opportunity to work in a modern molecular biology
laboratory (Figure 1).
All of the teachers reported that the field- and lab-based work
was very useful, and that they would definitely participate in
a workshop like this again. In addition, teachers reported that
the experience affected the way they would describe to their
students what it is like to be a scientist. One participating
teacher wrote:
Basically I think this experience will help me do a better job
of teaching kids what it’s like to be a scientist. I wouldn’t
describe what it is like. I would have students experience
it themselves. This means that they are the scientists,
so they conduct experiments as close in technique to
actual scientists. I really enjoyed this experience because
it included two very different methods of research,
field and laboratory. I think it is important to stress to
students that there are many different ways to conduct
research… I also think that it would be useful to see “real
scientists” in action whether in person, through a video,
or a slideshow… we need to help students understand at
a young age how important science is, that every student
has potential as a scientist, and understand what it takes
to be a scientist.
In response to what had been learned through the partnership,
another teacher wrote:
One of the most valuable things for me as a teacher has
been making mistakes and being confused; especially

Figure 1. Coral genetics workshop teacher participants at work in the field mapping and sampling individual coral colonies (left) and
subsequently extracting DNA from the colonies in the lab (right).
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The teachers’ efforts also provided Dr. Karl and his graduate
student with the person-power necessary to collect a large
amount of labor-intensive data. Several teachers even
encouraged their own students to become involved in the
research project and, throughout the school year, students
directly contributed to the collection of field data by volunteering
on evenings and weekends. Moreover, collaborating with
teachers gave the researchers the opportunity to share their
study topic with an informal audience. Working with teachers
and students help scientists talk about their research in
everyday terms, which is an important skill as scientists
work to improve scientific literacy of the general public and
bridge the gap between academic findings and public policy
(Baumgartner et al. 2006).
Along with research experience, this workshop also provided
teachers with exposure to inquiry-based teaching methods, with
the aim that these methods would allow teachers to effectively
share their newfound knowledge and experiences with their
students. At the end of the workshop, teachers expressed the
desire to create a simulation of the research in which they had
participated. This culminated in the development of an inquiry-

based lesson series entitled The Case of the Sick Coral. The
idea for the lesson series was developed by all participants in
the research-teaching partnership. The writing of the lesson was
spearheaded by teacher-partner Sandy Webb and completed
by co-author Kimberly Tice. The lesson series was piloted in the
classroom of the co-author Kanesa Duncan.
THE CASE OF THE SICK CORAL LESSON SERIES
The Case of the Sick Coral lesson series has several qualities
that make it a valuable learning experience for high school
students. First, the lesson is place-based, allowing students to
make connections between science and their own lives, which
increases student learning and interest in science (Tytler 2002).
In The Case of the Sick Coral lesson series, which was designed
for Hawai‘i classrooms, the investigation begins with students
reading a newspaper article about a recent coral bleaching event
in the NWHI. Students are then charged with designing and
implementing a study to investigate the causes of the bleaching
event for the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). (This
locally-relevant “hook” can be adapted for classrooms in other
parts of the world by providing students with a case study closer
to their own home.)
Second, The Case of the Sick Coral lesson series is based on
practicing scientists’ use of scientific inquiry (Table 1). Teaching
science as inquiry means teaching science as it is practiced. In

Activity

Goal

Article discussion

Introduction to research questions,
development of hypotheses

Develop reef mapping plan

Work as a class to decide on mapping
methodology

Collect reef mapping data

Divide into groups and map entire mock coral
reef—authentic "field" research experience

Introduce microsatellites

Familiarization with the type of genetic
data used

DNA extraction

Simulate coral DNA extraction, familiarization
with molecular lab techniques

Compile and analyze data

Compile class mapping data, experience
challenges associated with management of a
large data set, data analysis using Excel

Present research findings

Solidify understanding of lesson material,
develop communication skills

Stages of Inquiry
---------------------------------Instruction---------------------------------

when we’re learning a new idea, using new vocabulary…
I’ve also learned that researchers are human, very
friendly, accessible, and willing to supply papers, data,
information… maybe even mentor some students!

Modes of
Inquiry Used

Initiation & Invention

Authoritative
Curiosity
Inductive

Invention

Technology
Product Evaluation

Investigation &
Invention

Experimental
Transitive
Descriptive

Invention

Authoritative
Technology

Investigation

Experimental
Replication

Investigation &
Interpretation

Descriptive
Deductive
Product Evaluation

Instruction &
Initiation

Authoritative
Descriptive
Curiosity

Table 1. Activity sequence in The Case of the Sick Coral lesson series. Notice that the stages of inquiry are not linear and that instruction
(from teacher to student, student to student, and student to teacher) occurs throughout the series. In addition, the lesson series utilizes a
variety of inquiry modes, but not every mode is used in each activity.
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many science classes, memorization of science content is the
end goal. However, our understanding of the way the world
works is constantly being modified and clarified and scientists
spend much of their time constructing new knowledge through
experimentation. In today’s highly specialized world, this
often involves collaborating with experts in a variety of fields.
Similarly, in inquiry-based learning, students work together to
use science content as a vehicle for constructing knowledge.
By generating and interpreting data, students gain first-hand
knowledge of the subject matter, as well as an understanding
of how this knowledge is generated. Students can begin to
understand that hypotheses are not converted into facts, but
through experimentation are revised or made into more robust
explanations, and eventually theories, with greater predictive
and connective power (Young 1997).
The process of teaching scientific inquiry can be represented
by several models. For The Case of the Sick Coral lesson
series, we used the Teaching Science as Inquiry (TSI) model
developed at the University of Hawai‘i’s Curriculum Research
& Development Group (CRDG). The TSI instructional model
has five phases, beginning with (1) initiation, where a
student identifies a problem to be solved or asks a question;
and proceeding through (2) invention, (3) investigation,
(4) interpretation, and (5) instruction (Pottenger et al.
2007; Baumgartner et al. 2009). Although these phases may
be written linearly, scientific investigation rarely proceeds in
a step-by-step fashion. The TSI learning model mimics the
non-linear progression of true scientific endeavors; during an
investigation new questions may be initiated, and interpretation
of data may lead to the invention of new hypotheses or
study designs. Instruction is ongoing, multi-directional, and
embedded throughout the process, meaning that participants
take part in instructing one another.
In addition to the phases of inquiry, TSI emphasizes the flexibility
of science by exploring a variety of different modes of inquiry.
This is an important aspect of scientific inquiry because science
is practiced in many ways (Windschitl et al. 2007). These inquiry
modes include (a) curiosity, (b) replication, (c) technology,
(d) authoritative, (e) inductive, (f) product evaluation,
(g) descriptive, (h) deductive, (i) experimental, and (j)
transitive (Pottenger et al. 2007). The modes of inquiry help
to illustrate the variety of ways in which new knowledge can be
acquired and employed. Inquiry instruction is less intimidating
and more realistic when there are many ways in which teachers
and students can legitimately do scientific inquiry. For example,
a unit might begin with curiosity and authoritative inquiry, where
students research current knowledge about the topic of interest.
When students share their research findings with their teacher
or classmates, they participate in descriptive inquiry. Questions
that arise may then be addressed through product evaluation,
deductive reasoning, or experimental inquiry. Using multiple
modes of inquiry is supported by research on the process of
knowledge development. Students build knowledge when they
construct ideas or arguments using evidence from a variety of

Figure 2. A view of the mock coral reef set up in the classroom.
White cauliflower represents bleached coral colonies and green
broccoli represents healthy colonies. Each colony has its own
unique identification number, written on the index card below the
colony, which corresponds to a genetic identity.

sources, and they achieve conceptual change when they reconstruct their ideas in light of new knowledge or after taking
part in discourse with others (Zembel-Saul et al. 2002).
In The Case of the Sick Coral lesson series, initiation begins
with students reading the aforementioned newspaper article.
Students are introduced to the concept of coral bleaching, and
through a discussion on coral biology and physiology, are led to
the invention stage of scientific inquiry. At this stage, students
develop hypotheses to explain why some corals on a given reef
might bleach while neighboring corals remain healthy. Several
factors might contribute to these differences in bleaching
susceptibility: different corals may have different types of
zooxanthellae (some of which are more resistant to bleaching);
corals may experience different micro-environmental
conditions; or there may be genetic differences between corals
that make them differently susceptible to bleaching.
Continuing the invention stage, students are charged with
designing an experiment to determine which of these
explanations of coral bleaching is most likely. To make the
activity manageable, the zooxanthellae hypothesis is excluded,
citing monetary restraints (which is reflective of the research
dilemma and decision made by Dr. Karl). At this stage, students
are presented with the coral reef they have been charged with
studying. The reef is simulated in the classroom, using broccoli
florets to represent healthy coral colonies and cauliflower florets
to represent bleached coral colonies (Figure 2). Students are
shown the reef and are asked to develop a sampling protocol
to determine whether genetics or environmental factors best
explain the observed bleaching patterns.
In the investigation stage, students divide into research teams
to map the location of and collect a tissue sample for genetic
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hypotheses regarding the cause of the patchy nature of coral
bleaching. In this interpretation stage, students examine the
genotype frequencies of the healthy and bleached corals to
test for genetic differences between the two groups. They also
create a map of the reef using Microsoft Excel to search for
any relationship between micro-environmental conditions and
bleaching prevalence on the reef.

Figure 3. Students carrying out their mapping plan of the mock
coral reef, including recording (top) and measuring (bottom) the
position of individual colonies with respect to one another.

analysis from every colony on the reef, according to their
sampling protocol (Figure 3). In addition, mock data loggers
placed on the reef provide depth and temperature information.
Each coral has an identifying number and associated with
each number is a specific genotype. When the class convenes
to compile their data, the teacher presents the students with
the genotype information specific to each coral colony’s
identification number.
With environmental data, genetic data, and the locations of
all the coral colonies in hand, students can then address their

As students begin compiling and examining their data, they also
enter the instruction phase of inquiry. Students must reconcile
the mass of data they have collected and weigh the evidence in
support of their competing hypotheses. The instruction phase
culminates with formal research reports, in which students
submit their findings in the form of a scientific report or popular
science article. (We suggest having the students choose a
specific audience for their report, such as a local newspaper, a
community meeting, an airline magazine, a TV news station, or
a scientific journal, in order to realistically replicate the activities
of research scientists and provide a range of report formats.)
The combination of genetic investigation with ecological field
study is another quality of this lesson series that increases
its learning value. These two subjects are often taught in
isolation even though molecular ecology, which represents
the interface of these disciplines, is a rapidly expanding field
in biology. Students may understand genetic concepts, but be
unable to apply these concepts to unique situations. The Case
of the Sick Coral lesson series links genetics to ecology. We
tested the The Case of the Sick Coral lesson series with 12th
grade biology students at the University of Hawai‘i Laboratory
School (ULS). Students at ULS represent a heterogeneous
mix of Hawai‘i’s population; the student body is selected by
a stratified, random lottery to comprise a socioeconomic and
ability spectrum representative of the state’s population. ULS
students (n =40) were surveyed before and after participation,
and results showed that the lessons provided an increased
ability to apply knowledge from genetics to a new, ecological
context (see Table 2 for research questions and student
responses on page 7). Students also recognized that the tools
used in the coral lessons, including developing hypotheses,
designing experiments, collaborating with colleagues, and using
transects for ecological sampling, can be used to address many
scientific questions. This was demonstrated by post-surveys
that indicated increased student confidence in their ability to
complete an unrelated ecological experiment, such as mapping
the locations of plants on the school campus. This application
of new ideas to novel situations is an important component in
helping students rework misconceptions (Tytler 2002).
In addition to process knowledge, survey data also showed
that student understanding of coral biology increased through
completion of the lessons. Surprisingly, however, the lessons
did not increase student interest in coral reefs nor their
understanding of the importance of coral reefs. This might
be due to the pre-existing, high levels of interest in corals
among the student population studied. The students in this
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Evaluation Question

Significant increase in
student understanding
or improved opinion?

Interpretation

1. Corals reproduce sexually, asexually, or both?

Yes
(p<0.0001)

The lesson series increased student
knowledge of basic coral biology.

2. True or false. Some reefs are so large that they
can be seen from outer space.

Yes
(p=0.009)

The lesson series helped students appreciate
the size of coral reefs.

3. Coral are diploid organisms. How many copies of
each allele do they have for any specific trait?

Yes
(p=0.009)

The lesson series helped students apply
knowledge from genetics to a new context.

4. Imagine a coral reef where three different alleles
are found. Give the three possible heterozygous
genotypes that could be found in this population.

Yes
(p=0.0009)

The lesson series helped students apply
knowledge from genetics to a new context.

5. If you were asked to map the plants on campus,
could you do a good job?

Yes
(p<0.0001)

Students had an increased confidence
in their ability to design and conduct
scientific studies.

6. Draw what you think an individual coral polyp
might look like, and include labels if you can.

No
(p=0.23)

Low level of understanding of coral
anatomy, potentially due to lack of interest in
completing survey.

7. I think coral are very important to the
marine environment.

No
(p=0.10)

Students began the lessen with a strong
understanding of the importance of coral
reefs; the lesson series did not further
increase this understanding.

8. I think coral are interesting.

No
(p=0.20)

Students began the lesson with some interest
in coral; the lesson did not further increase
this interest.

Table 2. Evaluation of student learning resulting from completion of The Case of the Sick Coral lesson series. Student responses to pre- and
post-lesson evaluation questions were analyzed using paired t-tests (n=40). (Questions 1-5 are true/false questions or questions that were
scored as correct/incorrect; students were given a score of 0 for an incorrect response and 1 for a correct response. For question 6, drawings
were rated from 0-3 based on their accuracy and level of detail. Questions 7-8 have four possible responses (not true, somewhat true, true,
or very true) and were scored from 0-3.)

case study were highly interested in corals prior to the The
Case of the Sick Coral lesson series. This high interest is most
likely due to three, inter-related factors: (1) all students had
previously completed a Marine Biology course; (2) coral reefs
are a common media subject in Hawai‘i; and (3) their teacher
had talked about the upcoming coral research project for many
weeks prior to its inception.
Students also appreciated the authenticity of the lesson series.
After completing the lessons, ULS students attended a field trip
to Dr. Karl’s HIMB lab, where they learned about the research
their lessons were designed to simulate. Students were surprised
how similar their work was to that of the researchers; knowing

that the work done in class was also performed by actual
scientists changed students’ perceptions of the subject matter
and increased its value. Students were interested to hear that
the scientists faced challenges similar to those they encountered
in the classroom. For example, students were frustrated when
compiling their class data to realize that some data was missing
or repeated. The fact that the “real” scientists encountered similar
problems helped them learn about the scientific process and
the challenges scientists face when compiling large datasets.
Student comments reflecting these conclusions include:
I thought it was interesting how close our method was
compared to the researchers.
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The things that we study in class [are] actually done by real
scientists.
It was cool to hear how they had the same problems we did
like double data and holes in the data.
FREELY AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC USE
The Case of the Sick Coral lesson series is designed to be user
friendly, and all necessary materials can be freely accessed at
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~katice/GK12/index_coral.html.
The lesson series contains background material, lesson plans,
and worksheets with solutions for evaluation purposes. A
PowerPoint lecture, cards to make the mock coral reef, and Excel
spreadsheets for students and teachers containing the coral
genotype data can also be found on the website. In addition,
to help students connect their work with that done by “real”
scientists, the website includes a link to a video about Dr. Karl’s
research in the NWHI and preliminary data collected from their
study reef in Kaneohe Bay, Oahu.
A MODEL FOR INTEGRATING RESEARCH
AND EDUCATION
The coral genetics workshop and The Case of the Sick Coral
lesson series represent a model for integrating research and
education. Although many teachers may be hesitant to initiate
partnerships with researchers, it is helpful to recognize that
research-teaching partnerships are mutually beneficial for
scientists, students, and teachers. Dr. Stephen Karl commented
on a direct benefit to researchers that such partnerships
provide, stating:
Most government and many non-governmental agencies
value highly ‘broader impact or significance.’ The basic
principle is that when scientists integrate the general
community in their research it can cause a ripple effect
by demystifying science and better educate the wider
community. As such, results of basic research…are more
accessible to the stakeholders that have the most to gain
from the research, society as a whole. A well-informed
society is more supportive of science, which in turn is
better able to inform society.
NSF reports that while most scientists can easily address the
intellectual merit of their research in funding proposals, they
often have difficulty addressing the broader impacts of their
work. The broader impacts criterion can be satisfied through
a number of activities in which partnership with an education
professional would be highly advantageous: integrating research
into science education at all grade levels, developing researchbased education materials, and including students and/or
teachers as research participants (NSF 2008). By working with
teachers to construct lessons centered on research experience,
scientists also learn to use current, effective teaching strategies
in their college classrooms.

Furthermore, there are several ways that research-teaching
partnerships can directly improve the research conducted. First,
by bringing fresh perspectives to a research question, partners
can help streamline research methodology or focus research
questions. Referring to his experience, Dr. Karl stated:
As is the case most times when intelligent non-specialists
are introduced to a subject, they have insights and
perspective that can conceptually enhance the research
project. Based on direct input from the teachers and
observing where they were having difficulty conceptually,
in the field and in the laboratory, we were able to better
focus our research questions and data collection.
Moreover, research-teaching partnerships can provide
researchers with the person-power necessary to collect their
data. Studies where students and/or teachers can effectively
contribute to useful data collection often possess certain
characteristics. Ecological studies, for example, often require
data to be collected over large spatial or temporal scales. In
such studies, numerous hands expedite the data collection
process and allow researchers to collect data in locales they
may not have access to on their own. Often, the measurements
collected are simple, require little sophisticated equipment, and
can be collected with minimal training. To develop successful
partnerships, when searching out a research partner, teachers
should focus on scientists whose research appears to meet
these criteria (Baumgartner et al. 2006). Dr. Karl’s experience in
the partnership mirrored these sentiments.
Having extra hands to speed the sampling and
measuring of our coral colonies in the field was a
huge benefit: many hands make light work. The tasks
were not particularly complicated and anyone can
learn them and carry them out professionally. This is
important from a research perspective because high
quality data are essential. As indicated above, much of
scientific research does not require a specialized skill
set. This extends to the laboratory as well, although for
a significant benefit to the researcher, there would have
to be a sustained effort over a longer period of time
than generally is available.
Research-teaching partnerships are also highly beneficial to
students and teachers. Authentic research projects encourage
the development of problem-solving skills and enhance
students’ abilities to gather and organize data to test hypotheses
(Wormstead et al. 2002; McComas 2004). These activities are
a hallmark of the inquiry approach (Young 1997) and encourage
development of skills needed by all citizens to be effective
decision-makers (Hurd 1997), while preparing students for
careers in science (Resnick and Chi 1988). Teachers, in turn,
gain experience with authentic scientific research that may
have been lacking in their own undergraduate education.
Partnerships emphasize all aspects of the scientific process and
increase teacher confidence in inquiry-based teaching skills.

8
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Additionally, teachers gain an invaluable resource as they are
able to connect with the content knowledge and expertise of
their scientist-partner.
SUMMARY
The Case of the Sick Coral lesson series provides students
with the opportunity to engage in authentic research. The fact
that the work done in class closely models that done by actual
scientists was extremely influential for the students we worked
with and emphasizes the importance of integrating research
into the science curriculum. The ability to bring this research into
the classroom was made possible by a partnership between
science teachers and research scientists. Partnerships such as
this allow scientists to secure research funding and collect laborintensive data, while providing teachers and students first-hand
knowledge of the scientific process. Because these partnerships
are mutually beneficial, we hope that the experiences described
here encourage teachers to seek out research-teaching
partnerships with scientists in their own geographic locations.

December 2009. During her time as a graduate student, she
was a National Science Foundation (NSF) Graduate STEM
Fellow in K-12 Education. She currently works as a marine
science educator for the Center for Microbial Oceanography:
Research and Education (C-MORE).

Kanesa M. Duncan is an assistant professor of science
education in the Curriculum Research & Development Group
(CRDG) at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa and director
of the University of Hawai‘i Sea Grant Center for Marine
Science Education. The Case of the Sick Coral lesson was
tested by K.M.D. in the Biology classes at the University of
Hawai‘i Laboratory School (K-12), which is under the direction
of CRDG.
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ACTIVITY: THE POLYCHAETE PRIMER
By Gwynne S. Rife

•

A collection of color images of polychaetes on laminated
cards with optional descriptions of the habitats or added
natural history notes on the back. Suggestions for these are
given in the additional information section.

FOCUS QUESTIONS

•

Introductory PowerPoint on marine worms

•

How do dichotomous keys work?

TEACHING TIME

•

How diverse are the marine segmented worms?

•

FOCUS
Strengthen process skills in classification and promote awareness
of marine polychaete biodiversity

2–3 hours

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

SEATING ARRANGEMENT

Student will:

•

•

Understand the characteristics of marine polychaetes

KEY WORDS

•

Gain practice in using dichotomous keys

•

•

Build on their classification and observation process skills

BACKGROUND

•

Research a family of marine worms to understand their
role in their marine ecosystem

As an undergraduate at the Gulf Coast Research Lab in
the summer of 1983, I was challenged and intrigued by my
invertebrate zoology course. After growing up in a landlocked
state, I was amazed at the diversity and enjoyed the challenge
that identification of the myriad invertebrate groups had to
offer. The most challenging group of all to get to know was
the marine worms; and many hours were spent working to
identify the polychaetes we had collected. One of the laboratory
teaching assistants shared a poem, The Polychaete Primer, a
rhyming dichotomous key that had been authored by previous
students to help learn about the families of polychaete worms.
I have since added a verse or two about other families not
included in the original. I have used the poem for over 15 years
in my undergraduate biology courses at the university level in
landlocked Northwest Ohio.

GRADE LEVEL
•

9–12

MATERIALS
•

Hard copies of The Polychaete Primer, a poem (see page
12), which is a rhyming key

Students are amazed by marine worm diversity when collecting
samples.

Student should work in pairs or threes

Polychaete, classification, biodiversity, marine worms

Some of the groups that have amazed my students the most
include: the sea mice, or Aphroditidae who may sound cute in
their “fuzzy nighty” but are quite carnivorous; the ice cream cone
worms of the family Pectinariidae that construct tubes one sand
grain thick; the bamboo worms of the Maldanidae that look like
bamboo in structure; and the amazing members of the family
Siboglinidae that live in the deepest ocean habitats. The most
notable member of this group is Riftia pachyptila and it has the
fastest growth rate of any known marine invertebrate. These
worms have been known to colonize a new site, grow to sexual
maturity, and increase in length to 4.9 feet (1.5 m) in less than
two years. Even more surprising to students is the fact that they
have no digestive tract, but the bacteria (which may make up
half of a worm's body weight) use chemosynthesis to convert
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Errant
Polychaetes

Sedentary
Polychaetes

Body
segments

a large number

a limit number; may
be separated into
different regions

Anterior
appendages

few in number and
differentiated into
palps, antennae,
tentacular cirri, etc.

may be absent or a
few too many similar
appendages

Life habit

free living and
generally rapacious

tubicolous or
burrowing

Feeding
mode

all have jaws;
scavengers or
predators (on plants
and animals)

usually filter- or
deposit-feeders (i.e.
consume sediment)

of marine worms that show the necessary characteristics to
successfully identify worms to their family level. Additional
information can be supplied on the back of the cards (see
“Additional Resources” section on page 13 for more background).
The cards can be coded on the back to help insure the groups
properly identify the worm to the correct family.
Provide a hard copy of the The Polychaete Primer (see Table
1) to each student and let them “collect their own worms” by
burying cards in a bucket of pony beads; and let the fun begin.

Plate 1. General figure of a marine annelid (Polychaete).
Table 1. The Polychaete Primer. Use the above information to
identify the “worms” you have collected.

oxygen, hydrogen sulfide, and carbon dioxide into organic
molecules which feed the worms in a symbiotic association.
Students are generally unaware of these important marine
ecosystem members and when considering annelids only think
of the common earthworm. Using this fun rhyming poem to
show the diversity of this group allows students to practice their
classification skills. The couplets require both careful observation
and ranking in a hierarchy of characteristics to identify worms
with their family level.
Although not a scientific key by any means, the poem can be
used as an introduction to marine worms and is a great way
to get beyond the complexity of actual identification. Family
characteristics suggested in the poem’s verses provide an
understanding of the worm’s role in its ecosystem. Students
can also extend their knowledge through internet research on
the groups, which will further enhance their understanding of
marine biodiversity.

Plate 2. Parchment worm (left), scale worm (center), and bamboo
worm (right) body types.

LEARNING PROCEDURE
Offering a short introductory PowerPoint presentation on marine
worm groups is a good way to highlight key characteristics of the
Phylum Annelida. This also offers students an awareness of the
many different groups that exist.
Next, laminated cards made from images found on the internet
to highlight the descriptor in the poem can be distributed to the
students. It is relatively easy to search the internet for images

Plate 3. Tentacles on head only (left), tentacles on head and body
segments (center), and no feet or gills obvious on head (right).
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THE POLYCHAETE PRIMER POEM
If you meet a worm with a true coelom,
and a body divided in rings
then pick it up and take it home
And apply the following things:
(The only worm too firm to squirm
is Aphrodite in her fuzzy nighty) ...................................................Aphroditidae
1a. One Criterion that never fails
is the polynoidaens dorsal scales..................................................... Polynoidae
1b. If there are none of these we’re not yet through
please go on to couplet two ....................................................................................2
2a. If tentacles feathery hide its face
you are nearing the end of this hectic chase ...................................................3
2b. If its face is not a feather duster
we have yet another cluster .....................................................................................4
3a. If it lives in a tube calcine
You’ve arrived at the final line ............................................................. Serpulidae
3b. But if its tube is soft and sandy
it’s a sabellid fine and dandy ................................................................Sabellidae
4a. An ice-cream cone of grains of sand
Is Pectinaria’s palace grand .............................................................Pectinariidae
4b. But if such cone is not its dwelling
What it is we’re not yet telling .................................................................................5
5a. Thread-like tentacles (see plate 3)
On to couplet six with thee ......................................................................................6
5b. If not as above
Still onward shove.........................................................................................................7
6a. Tentacles all on segment one
Entangling food that is on the run.................................................. Terebellidae
6b. Tentacle spread on the body–instead
of being restricted to the head ..........................................................Cirratulidae
7a. Head and prestomium apparently bare
Don’t raise your hopes–we’re still not there ....................................................8
7b. If head appendages can be seen
Then skip along to line fourteen .........................................................................14
8a. With thickened nodes and segments long
The “Bamboo worm” can not be wrong...................................... Maldanidae
8b. If the criteria don’t satisfy
then lets continue to classify ...................................................................................9
9a. A monstrous slug of greenish black
Arenicola–throw it back......................................................................Arenicolidae
9b. Of worms of a somewhat brighter hue
We have, my friend, not just a few ....................................................................10

11b. From segment to segment the parapods vary
Larger or smaller lacking or hairy ........................................................................14
12a. A long cylindrical slender shaft
Glycera pointed fore and aft ................................................................Glyceridae
12b. Short and fat with hind end stubby
this worm’s aspect is quite grubby ....................................................Ophelidae
12c. Nephtys shimmies as she goes
with flattened body and squared off nose.................................. Nephtyidae
13a. The Capitellids gills are small
it’s hard to tell they’re there at all .................................................... Capitellidae
13b. Over the back his well-formed gills
present an arch of scarlet frills .............................................................Orbiniidae
14a. “Omnis animalia in tres partes divisa est”
separates Chaetoptrus from all the rest .............................. Chaetopteridae
14b. Those below are all provided
with bodies that are undivided ............................................................................15
15a. Ram’s horns on its head it bears
metallic grey or green it wears..............................................................Spionidae
15b. If no ram’s horns, look down below
there’s still a little way to go ..................................................................................16
16a. The width is five mm or more
in these worms of substantial bore ...................................................................17
16b. Less than one mm is lean
you’ll find these filed in space nineteen..........................................................19
17a. A pair of jointed palps he bears
this errant sans domestic cares............................................................. Nereidae
17b. These worms are always found at home
in tubes from which they never roam..............................................................18
18a. Seven tentacles on the front of its trunk
it lives in a tube encrusted with junk ..............................................Onuphidae
18b. Five prostomial tentacles mark him
count them–you’ll know him whenever you ark him ................ Eunicidae
19a. Paddle-like cirri are plain to see
on the sides of the Phylidocidae ................................................ Phyllodocidae
19b. If it has short and rod-like cirri
ended is the task so dreary .........................................................................Syllidae
If you’ve still not found the proper name you may want to publish and
win your fame be patient. There are still a few we have not covered.
Here are two:

10a. With feet and gills not easily seen
and a body thin and long
it sports an iridescent sheen
and to this family doth belong ...............................................Lumberinereidae
10b. If not as described in above quatrain
look down below and try again ........................................................................... 11

20a. Vestimetnifera, in specific Pogonifora
Is one very new fauna (not flora)
These beard worms were described in 1977 and Alvinella in 1980
Was given the specific name of A. pompeii
They live in the deepest and hottest parts of the oceans
So you couldn’t really have it in your hand by Goshen ........ Sibloginidae
20b. Other less amazing families are there,
Living their lives without a care
To learn more about these marine creatures
On the internet many are featured

11a. With parapods of equal size
each body segment it supplies ...........................................................................12

How many Polychaete worms are out there? We can’t even tell
but we can now say you know them well!
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SUGGESTED STUDENT ASSESSMENT
Have the students share their findings about the group of
worms they researched after checking that they have correctly
identified the worm images they were assigned.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
For images and general information by family:
Aphroditidae: these worms are slow moving worms
commonly known as "sea mice" and live on soft, muddy
bottoms. Aphrodite worms are carnivorous.
Arenicolidae: these worms are called “lug worms.” They are
large and thick. These worms live in a U-shaped burrow that
they excavate in the sand. They feed by ingesting sand that falls
into the burrow and depositing it out the other end, making
them deposit-feeders.
Capitellidae: these worms resemble earthworms but are very
small in most cases. They burrow in sandy mud. They are able to
tolerate very low oxygen tensions so are common in black mud
and estuaries. Enormous numbers can be found in polluted
areas such as harbor basins. They are very useful organisms
that can be used as an indicator of organic pollution.
Chaetopteridae: these worms are called “parchment tube
worms.” They have three differentiated body segments due to
their feeding specialization. A feeding current is produced by the
pumping action of the fused notopodia or the beating of cilia on
the smaller non-fused notopodia of the middle region. The food
current passes down the dorsal surface of the body. The food
particles are trapped in a mucus bag secreted by the enlarged
notopodia of the second segment of the middle region. They
are found in sandy substrates.
Cirratulidae: these worms are called “fringe worms” and are
important detritus feeders in coastal waters. They are sluggish
and most of their body is covered by the soft substrates just
under the surface of the sediments.
Eunicidae: these are among the largest polychaetes and do
not have a common name beyond “eunicid worms.” Most of
them are found in shallow, rocky habitats. They are considered
to be carnivores.
Glyceridae: these worms are very active and called “blood
worms,” as their tentacles are often orange or red. When handled
move vigorously and shoot out a probosics almost half as long
as the body in an attacking mode. Most species are carnivores.
Lumberinereidae: these are free living, burrowing forms often
called “thread worms.” They burrow in sand, mud, between
algal hold-fasts and plant-roots, and often often the epithelium
is iridescent. There are a variety of feeding types in this group,
and they are common and widespread from the intertidal to
abyssal zones.

Maldanidae: these worms are highly specialized and are
called “bamboo worms” due to their jointed appearance. They
are commonly found in shelf sediments inhabiting soft bottoms
from intertidal to abyssal depths. They are all tube-dwellers
living in mud-walled tubes plugging the entrance with their
anterior parts. They feed on organic particles such as protozoans
and diatoms.
Nephtyidae: these free swimmers are called “sandworms”
and vary in color and are often iridescent. They have few if
any segments longer than wide, even when contracted. They
burrow by averting their large proboscis, then withdrawing it,
and walking ahead into the space that opened up. They are
usually predators.
Nereidae: these free swimmers are called “rag worms.” Most
of the nereids live on rocky shores and creep about under
stones and forage actively among seaweeds, barnacles, and
other sedentary animals. They are essentially omnivorous.
Onuphidae: these worms are called “bait worms” or “quill
worms.” Most Onuphidae are tubicolous. Some of them carry
the tube around, others are sessile, but may be able to leave
their tubes in emergencies. All species appear to be scavengers
and feed on both plant and animal debris floating past their
tube openings.
Ophelidae: these worms do not have a common name.
They are short-bodied, cigar-shaped, muscular sand burrowers,
usually with characteristic longitudinal body grooves and are
free swimming.
Orbiniidae: these worms have no general common name and
are burrowing polychaetes that can be found from low tidal to
abyssal depths. They tend to feed as nonselective subsurface
deposit-feeders.
Pectinariidae: these worms are called “ice cream cone
worms” due to their tubes made of sand grains that look like ice
cream cones. They are deposit-feeders.
Phyllodocidae: they are called “paddle worms” and are
common shallow-water polychaetes. They are usually associated
with hard substrates, e.g. cobbles, stones.
Polynoidae: these worms are dorso-ventrally flattened and are
called “scale worms” due to their scales on the dorsal surface.
They live commensally with different animals, such as asteroids,
tube worms, and corals. Polynoid worms are predators.
Sabellidae: these colorful worms are called “feather duster
worms.” They live in tubes of parchment, sand, and sometimes
bits of shell. They are indirect deposit-feeders.
Serpulidae: these worms are easy to notice due to their
calcareous tube and are called “fan worms.” They are
economically a problem worldwide due to colonial settlement
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in large masses of tubing build up as 'fouling' on boat hulls or
inside industrial pipes. Serpulids are filter-feeders.

OCEAN LITERACY: ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES AND
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

Siboglinidae (formerly phyla Pogonophora and Vestimentifera): these worms are commonly called “beard
worms” and are found only in the deep sea associates with
hydrothermal vent ecosystems. There are about 100 species
of beard worms that all live in thin tubes buried in sediments
at ocean depths from 100 to 10,000 m. They feed by means
of bacterial symbiosis.

Principle 3: The ocean supports a great diversity of life and
ecosystems

Spionidae: these worms are very common and can inhabit
tubes or some bore in to mollusk shells and are common
commensals with hermit crabs. They appear to have horns that
are actually their feeding parts. They are found in all marine
habitats.
Syllidae: these are a large and diverse group of active worms
that are mostly found creeping over sponges, hydroids and
bryozoans, and algae; or burrowing in the surface layers of silt
and common in protected sandbanks. The syllids are slender,
colorful polychaetes that are common but cryptic residents on
sessile marine growths. To feed, they pierce the skin of these
sedentary animals and pump out the juices.
Terebellidae: these worms are called “spaghetti worms.” Their
long tentacles that extend out the rest of the worm when they
are in a semi-permanent burrow or permanent tube in soft
substrates. They are deposit-feeders.
NATIONAL SCIENCE EDUCATION STANDARDS
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Life Science
•

Diversity and adaptations of organisms
•

•

•

Biological evolution accounts for the diversity of
species developed through gradual processes over
many generations.
Biological adaptations include changes in structures,
behaviors, or physiology that enhance survival and
reproductive success in a particular environment.

Biological evolution
•
•

Biological classifications are based on how organisms
are related. (9-12)
Organisms are classified into a hierarchy of groups and
subgroups based on similarities which reflect their
evolutionary relationships. (9-12)

NOAA Ocean Explorer–Deep East 2001 Exploration:
What’s New?
http://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/explorations/deepeast01/
background/education/media/whats_new.pdf
Mission to the Abyss–Pompeii Worm:
http://www.ceoe.udel.edu/extreme2002/creatures/
pompeiiworm/
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute’s “Can You Find
My Home?”
http://striweb.si.edu/PDFs/culebra_education_eng/
can_you_find_my_house.pdf
Tree of Life:
http://newsystem.tolweb.org/Annelida/2486
Introduction to the Polychaeta:
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/annelida/polyintro.html
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HOW UNDERGRADUATE “INTRODUCTION TO M ARINE BIOLOGY”
IS TAUGHT AT COLLEGES IN NON-COASTAL STATES
By Matthew Landau, Richard Hager, and Ashley Brady

Many colleges and universities offer classes about the seas,
usually marine biology courses. Previously, a survey of marine
biology teachers in coastal state colleges (Landau et al. 2007)
resulted in an overview of how those instructors taught
introductory classes to undergraduates. Here, in contrast, a
similar survey outcome summary of teachers in non-coastal
states is presented.
The challenge of teaching marine biology in more remote
locations is explored in this study. There is some general
agreement by field scientists, and others, that field trips can
be beneficial to the pedagogy (Peterman 2008; Rone 2008;
Smith 2007; Thomson et al. 2006; and many others). Should
instructors make an extra effort to get students into the field
even though that might mean overcoming some logistical
difficulties? Can videos or laboratory exercises effectively bring
the oceans to inland schools?
During the fall of 2008, the surveys were mailed, along with
self-addressed return envelopes to 123 schools, addressed
simply to “Marine Biology Instructor” along with the appropriate
department, usually the Biology Department, based on
searches of online college bulletins; in contrast, 354 colleges
were identified as having introductory marine biology courses
in coastal states (Landau et al. 2007). Schools were selected
that had courses called “Introduction to Marine Biology” or
something similar listed. Many of the colleges had courses listed
with titles like “Aquatic Biology,” but since, at inland institutions,
these would probably be primarily limnology classes, no surveys
were sent to these colleges. Likewise, if the only marine biology
course listed was “Tropical Marine Biology,” or something
comparable, a survey was not sent; these courses tend to be
specialized intersession offerings, with emphasis placed on
coral reef ecology, and do not stress significant general marine
biology content.
Of the 27 non-coastal states, there were six states in which we
could find no college offering a general marine biology class.
By far the greatest number of schools (30) with marine biology
courses was Pennsylvania. There were 46 surveys returned
(37.4%), appreciably better than the 31.1% response we
received from coastal schools (Landau et al. 2007). Of those
responding to this survey, two were from two-year colleges, 28
from four-year colleges, and 16 from universities. Five colleges
were located less than 150 miles from the coast, nine schools
were between 150 and 300 miles, and 32 were more than 300
miles from the sea.

QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES
Does your introductory marine biology course have
an associated “lab:” (a) yes, or (b) no? 69.6% of the
courses included labs, and significantly fewer, 30.4%, did not
(p=0.0114, two-tailed binomial test).
Does your introductory marine biology course have
associated marine field work, and if so, about how
much total time, over a semester, do students spend
in the marine environment: (a) no field work, (b) 1-6
hours, (c) 7-12 hours, (d) 13-18 hours, or (e) more than
18 hours? 37.0% of the courses included no field trips, 2.2%
of the instructors have 1-6 hours of field work, 2.2% responded
that they have 7-12 hours, 10.9% have 13-18 hours, and 47.8%
spend over 18 hours in the field with students. The difference
between “0 hours” and “>18 hours” was not significant
(p=0.6358, 2-tailed binomial test), but the difference between
“0 hours” and “1-6 hours” or “7-12 hours” was significant
(p=0.0001), as was the difference between “0 hours” and “1318 hours” (p=0.0169).
When the authors evaluated the relationship between the
number of hours in the field and the distance a school was
from the coast, a marginally positive correlation (Spearman's
rank correlation, rs = 0.29, p=0.0543) could be documented.
This was one of the most unexpected results in the study; the
authors had anticipated that as distance increased, the amount
of time faculty members would have dedicated to field work
would decrease due to the increased travel time.
On average, how many students enroll in the
introductory marine biology course when it is offered:
(a) less than 10, (b) 10-19, (c) 20-29, or (d) 30 or more?
13.0% of the courses had fewer than 10 students, 41.3% had
10-19 students, 30.4% had 20-29 students, and 15.2% of the
courses enrolled more than 30 students.
Class size was examined to determine its effect on time in the
field, and the authors found, as expected, a significant negative
correlation (Spearman's rank correlation, rs = -0.33, p=0.0241).
It is certainly more of a challenge to organize long trips with
an increased number of students, perhaps requiring multiple
vehicles, as compared with smaller classes.
Are there pre-requisites, such as general biology, for
the introductory marine biology: (a) no, or (b) yes? Only
five instructors (10.9%) said there was no biological prerequisite
for their general marine biology course, while 41 instructors
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(89.1%) have a prerequisite in place, a significant difference
(p<0.0001, 2-tailed binomial test). Of the five schools that
didn't have a prerequisite, two were the community colleges,
two were four-year schools, and one was a university.
Is an introductory oceanography or Earth science
course a pre- or co-requisite for the introductory
marine biology course: (a) no, or (b) yes? 44 (95.7%) of
the instructors answered that there were no such prerequisites
and only two (4.3%) said such prerequisites were in place
(p<0.0001, two-tailed binomial test). Of the two schools that
required oceanography or Earth science, one was a university
and one was a four-year college, and both were >300 miles
from a coast.
If there is no required introductory oceanography or
Earth science course as a pre- or co-requisite for the
introductory marine biology course, about what fraction
of the total lecture time is dedicated to these nonbiological subjects: (a) none, (b) 1- 10%, (c) 11-20%,
or (d) more than 20%? None of the instructors said they
completely ignored the physical sciences; 36.4% spend 1-10%
of the course talking about these non-biological subjects; 47.7%
said they spend 11-20%; and 15.9% claimed to spend over 20%.
The authors of this study solved a log-likelihood ratio for a 3x3
contingency table to determine if the type of school (two-year
colleges, four-year colleges, or universities) was independent of
the amount of time spent on non-biological material. The factors
seem to be independent (G=5.4827, p>0.1).
On a scale of 1 (least) to 10 (greatest), do your best
at ranking the average student’s enthusiasm for the
subject of marine biology when the semester begins,
and again when the semester is over. The mean
enthusiasm rank at the beginning of the semester was estimated
to be 7.50, while at the end of the semester it was 8.35, a
significant difference (Wilcoxon Test for paired data, Wilcoxon's
statistic=53.5, p=0.0030). Of the 44 instructors who answered
this question, six said enthusiasm decreased over the semester,
while 14 were of the opinion that there was no change.
How often is the introductory marine biology course
taught: (a) every semester, (b) once a year, (c) once
every two years, or (d) less frequently than once every
two years? At non-coastal institutions, marine biology is rarely
(4.4%) taught every semester, more often being taught either
once a year (40.0%) or once every two years (55.6%). None
of the instructors said it was taught less frequently than once
every two years. When frequency of teaching was compared to
class size, using Spearman's rank correlation test, no significant
relationship was demonstrated (rs=0.19, p=0.2097).
About how much class time is devoted to videos and
films: (a) none, (b) 1-10%, (c) 11-20%, or (d) over 20%?
15.6% of the instructors do not use videos/films in their classes;
75.6% devote 1-10% to media; 8.9% used 11-20% of class

time for these; but none of the teachers responding said more
than 20% of the class was spent in this fashion.
On a scale of 1 (very unhappy) to 10 (extremely happy),
how satisfied are you with the marine biology videos
and films that are available on the market? Instructors
gave the available films/videos a mean rank of 6.875. The
distribution of scores is shown in Figure 1. When the frequency
of showing videos/films was compared to the scores given to
available media by instructors, no significant correlation was
seen (Spearman's rank correlation, rs = 0.03, p=0.8600).

Figure 1. Distribution of scores/ranks given to videos and films by
instructors.

How many textbooks are used in the introductory
marine biology course: (a) no textbook, (b) one primary
textbook, or (c) more than one primary textbook?
13.3% use no book; 84.4% of the teachers use one book; and
only 2.2% use more than one book.
On a scale of 1 (very unhappy) to 10 (extremely happy),
how satisfied are you with the textbook(s)? The mean
rank given to text books was 6.90. In analyzing a comparison of
individual instructors and evaluating how instructors perceived
their book selection vs. available films/videos, no significant
difference was observed between book and media scores
(Wilcoxon Test for paired data, Wilcoxon's statistic=169.0,
p=0.5843).
Some topics are included in textbooks, but instructors
don’t cover them during the semester, usually because
there is a limited amount of time. Please circle the
topics that you don’t cover during a typical semester:
(a) marine reptiles; (b) marine birds; (c) marine
mammals; (d) marine microbiology; (e) deep sea
biology; (f) fisheries and/or aquaculture; (g) pollution;
(h) physical, chemical, and geological oceanography;
and (j) history of marine biology and oceanography.
The results are shown in Figure 2. When Cochran’s Q-test for
related observations ( =0.05) was analyzed and interpreted all
groups were significantly different from all other groups EXCEPT:
“a” and “b,” “c” and “e,” “c” and “g,” “d” and “f,” and “e” and “h.”
If you had to change textbooks, would you prefer
one that: (a) was primarily geared toward the coast
you live nearest to (in terms of example organisms
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Figure 2. Percent of instructors who do not cover certain topics in
their course. That is, the higher the bar, the less often a topic is
taught.

and ecosystems), or (b) took a relatively broad look
at organisms and ecosystems around the world. Only
20.5% of the teachers said they would prefer a book with local
emphasis, while 79.5% said they would prefer one that did
not emphasize any particular area. This difference is significant
(p=0.0002, two-tailed binomial test).
Look at the following organism groups. Place a “1” by the
group on which you usually spend the most time; place
a “2” by the group in which group you usually spend the
second most time; and so on: (a) prokaryotes and fungi;
(b) unicellular protists (e.g. diatoms, dinoflagellates,
forams, …); (c) multicellular protists (seaweeds); (d)
plants (seagrasses, mangroves, saltmarsh plants, …);
(e) invertebrates; (f) fish; and (g) other vertebrates
(birds, mammals, reptiles). The absolute results are
provided in Table 1, along with the results from the previous
study of instructors from coastal states (Landau et al. 2007);
the ranks and their standard deviations are almost exactly alike.
prok. & fungi

unicell. prot.

non-coastal states
mean rank ± SD

coastal states
mean rank ± SD

prokaryotes
& fungi

6.2 ± 1.3

6.3 ± 1.1

unicellular
protists

4.3 ± 1.6

4.3 ± 1.6

multicellular
protists

4.4 ± 1.0

4.2 ± 1.2

plants

4.3 ± 1.5

4.3 ± 1.5

invertebrates

1.7 ± 1.0

1.8 ± 1.3

fish

2.6 ± 1.4

2.8 ± 1.6

other
vertebrates

4.4 ± 1.7

4.3 ± 1.8

Table 1. The ranking, by instructors, of the amount of time spent
on different groups of organisms in lectures, in both coastal and
non-coastal institutions.

The groups (in this study only) were compared pair-wise, using
Friedman’s Chi-square test, and the results are listed in Table
2. Small p-values indicate the subjects are given significantly
different amounts of lecture time, while p-values between 0.05
and 0.10 suggest marginally significant difference.
Were you trained as a graduate student in marine
biology at a university in a coastal state: (a) yes, or (b)
no? 24 of those responding said they didn’t attend a coastal

multicell. prot.

plants

inverts

unicellular protists

<0.0001

multicellular protists

<0.0001

0.5164

plants

<0.0001

0.2498

0.505

invertebrates

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

fish

<0.0001

0.0014

<0.0001

<0.0001

0.0003

other vertebrates

0.0003

0.3548

0.7518

0.8728

<0.0001

fish

<0.0001

Table 2. Probabilities associated with the differences in teaching-time.
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university for graduate work, while 21 did. This difference is not
significant (p=0.7660, 2-tailed binomial test).
DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON BETWEEN COASTAL
AND NON-COASTAL STATES
We expected to see some differences between how general
marine biology is taught at coastal schools (Landau et al. 2007)
and non-coastal schools. For example, 82.6% of the coastal
schools had “labs” compared to 69.6% in this study. Labs
using preserved specimens purchased from biological supply
companies are costly, but when a school is a distance from the
sea, it may be viewed as the only alternative. However, fresh or
even living material may be available from unusual sources if
the teacher is resourceful (Colby et al. 1995).
The number of hours spent in the field was, in contrast,
somewhat unexpected; coastal schools are naturally more likely
to have some marine field work associated with the course,
but non-coastal state institutions actually have a slightly greater
percentage of schools that spend more than 18 hours in the
field (Figure 3). It has been previously mentioned the amount
of time in the field actually increases with the distance from the
ocean. Perhaps, due to the logistical difficulties associated with
long field trips, instructors at more distant schools have decided
the best way to make the travel time worthwhile is to stay at the
field location for an extended period. So, in non-coastal schools,
most either have no field work or a great amount of field work.
Most schools, 89.1%, in non-coastal states had biological
prerequisites for marine biology, while only 68.2% of the
colleges in coastal states had such requirements. The difference
is probably related to the fact that many two-year colleges in
coastal states make this course available and prerequisites are
perhaps too restrictive when students are only in the college a
short time. Oceanography or Earth science courses are rarely
prerequisites in either coastal (92.7%) or non-coastal (95.7%)
schools, and the amount of time instructors from both groups
spend on oceanography during a marine biology course is
remarkably similar (Figure 4).
A number of other responses were strikingly similar as well. In
this study, the authors determined teachers ranked enthusiasm

Figure 3. A comparison of hours in the field between coastal (gray)
and non-coastal (white) schools.

Figure 4. A comparison of time spent on non-biological subjects
between coastal (gray) and non-coastal (white) schools.

at the beginning and end of the course as 7.50 and 8.35,
respectively, a difference of 0.85; in the previous study of
coastal states, the ranks were 7.25 and 8.09, a difference of
0.84. In both cases, the majority of instructors use only one
primary textbook (81.1% in coastal states and 84.4% in noncoastal states), and they ranked the textbook(s) on a 1-10 scale
with means of 6.83 (coastal) and 6.90 (non-coastal).
Table 1 summarizes the amount of time spent on different
topics which is almost identical in the two studies. As the
authors suggested earlier (Landau et al. 2007), the amount of
time each topic receives is strongly correlated to the amount of
space each topic is given in popular marine biology textbooks.
In contrast, Table 3 reveals the percentage of teachers who
Subject

Non-coastal

Coastal

marine reptiles

45.0%

16.3%

marine birds

42.5%

11.8%

marine mammals

15.0%

4.9%

marine microbiology

32.5%

15.5%

deep sea biology

12.5%

4.1%

fisheries and/or
aquaculture

32.5%

8.2%

pollution

17.5%

10.6%

physical, chemical,
and geological
oceanography

10.0%

7.8%

history of marine
biology and
oceanography

55.0%

20.8%

Table 3. Percent of instructors who didn’t include particular topics
in their marine biology courses.
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didn’t include particular topics in their courses. For every topic,
the percentage is greater in the non-coastal states; in several of
the cases, the differences are substantial but the reason for this
pattern is not clear.
When asked if the instructors would consider a new book that
was primarily focused on the closest coast, only 20.5% found
the idea appealing, while in the previous study of coastal states
40.2% of the instructors said they would be willing to make
such a switch. This difference is significant (Chi-square test,
X2=106.1561, p<0.001). The authors suggest that schools in
coastal states may be more inclined, because of their proximity
to the sea, to concentrate on local species and ecosystems that
the students might be able to relate to more easily.
As the authors expected, marine biology seems to be taught
more frequently in coastal states (Figure 5). Additionally,
colleges in coastal states are marginally more likely to have
large (>30 students) enrollments (Figure 6; Chi-square test, X2
=6.08, p<0.1078).
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SEA

YOU BELIEVE THIS IS REAL–A SALTY A DAPTATION
PLT ACTIVITY FOR E ARLY LEARNERS

IF

OF A

By Dr. Julie McIntosh and Dr. Gwynne Rife

In the following activity, students will predict if the plant and
animal characteristics are real or fictitious. Students will then
have the opportunity to research a plant or animal to see how
they are adapted to a marine environment. The National Science
Education Standards for grades 5-9 state that: “Biological
evolution accounts for the diversity of species developed
through gradual processes over many generations. Species
acquire many of their unique characteristics through biological
adaptation, which involved the selection of naturally occurring
variations in populations. Biological adaptations include changes
in structures, behaviors, or physiology that enhance survival and
reproductive success in a particular environment” (NRC 1996).
This activity allows students to see how these variations allow
organisms to survive in a marine ecosystem.
Animals and plants do some amazing things to survive. This
lesson is adapted from an activity presented in Project Learning
Tree (2006) and introduces some animals and other sea life
that are so amazing that what they do might not be believed!
Sharing these stories and the very special adaptations these
organisms have with children will help them understand:
•

How are living things alike and different?

•

How does structure and function affect growth and
survival?

•

How do adaptations help animals and plants survive?

5.

Do you believe that something that would come out of a
whale’s gut would smell good?

6.

Do you believe there is a shrimp that can make a flash of
light underwater with its claw?

7.

Do you believe there is a worm that looks just like an ice
cream cone?

8.

Do you believe there is an animal that looks and acts like
Dumbo the flying elephant?

9.

Do you believe there is an animal that looks just like a
brain?

10. Do you believe there is an animal that has to be tickled to
get it to move?
11. Do you believe there is a fish that stands on three points
underwater?
12. Do you believe there is an animal that will grow over 60
million times bigger than when it was born?
Once the students have made their predictions, you may tally
and make a bar graph or calculate percentages before sharing
with the students that all of these organisms are REAL! The
following examples give you some additional background
information and concepts for each plant and animal.

THE REAL OR NOT? ACTIVITY

SCIENTIFIC NAMES OF EXAMPLES USED FOR QUESTIONS

Make copies of Figure 1 on pages 23-24 and distribute to the
students. Ask the students the following questions while they
are looking at Figure 1. Real or Not? And make the determination
if they think it is real or fictitious.

1.

1.

Do you believe there is an animal that can throw up all of
its insides and then grow new ones?

2.

Do you believe that there is a kind of animal that lives in a
glass house with no doors or windows with only one other
family member for their whole lives?

3.

Do you believe that there is a shark that has a mouth like a
cookie cutter and has a glow in the dark belly?

4.

Do you believe that some living things use balloons to float
up to get sunlight and grow three feet in a day?

Pseudocolochirus violceus: the sea apple and other sea
cucumbers

Sea cucumbers feed by waving their colorful tentacles in the
water to grab small pieces of suspended debris. If they are upset
by drastic changes in their environment, rough handling, they
will eviscerate. This behavior does not kill the animal, but simply
regenerates the organs.
2.

Euplectella aspergillum and Spongicola japonicus: the
venus basket sponge and its symbiotic relationship with
shrimps

Most marine sponges that are common (members of the
phylum Porifera) have body tissues based on calcium. Calcium
is an element that is common in the form of carbonate, but
carbonate is not soluble deep in the ocean. Deep sea sponges
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instead incorporate silica into their tissue and are thus called
glass sponges (most in the genus Euplectella). Like most other
sponges, glass sponges attach to the bottom and feed by
currents, using special cells to draw ocean water through their
body. The symbiotic shrimps that are commonly found in pairs
living inside these glass sponges are much like other shrimps
in appearance, but have developed an unusual association,
spending nearly their whole life cycle inside a glass sponge.
Young shrimps drift into the sponge and grow until they cannot
get out. All but two shrimps are eaten by the others at which
time one shrimp develops as a mature male and the other as a
mature female. They remain in the sponge until their own eggs
are fertilized and hatch, the small planktonic larvae float out of
the sponge and eventually into another sponge, if all goes well.

6.

3.

7.

Isistius brasiliensis: the cookie cutter shark

Alpheus heterochaelis: the snapping shrimp and other
snapping shrimp species

The small shrimp has two claws, one resembling an oversized
boxing glove, which it uses to stun prey, such as small crabs, by
snapping the oversize claw shut. The stunning snap comes not
from the clap of the claws coming together but from a bubble
generated by the claws' rapid closing motion. When the claw
snaps shut, a jet of water shoots out from a socket in the claw at
speeds of up to 62 miles (100 kilometers) an hour, generating
a low-pressure bubble in its wake. There is a flash of light that
occurs when the bubble collapses. The flashing phenomenon
is thought to be similar to sonoluminescence, in which bubbles
that are in a liquid driven by a strong sound field emit light.
Pectinaria gouldii: the ice cream cone worm

The common name of this shark suggests it may be harmless
when compared to some larger sharks. However, these little
sharks (about 20 inches or 50 cm) use their powerful lower
jaw to bite cookie-cutter-like circles from unsuspecting fish,
dolphins, and whales. In an attack, the cookie cutter shark's lips
attach to its victim like a suction cup (creating a vacuum). It then
uses saw-like teeth that swivel and take an oval-shaped bite of
flesh from its prey.

The ice cream cone worm, or trumpet worm, is a marine worm
(Polychaete) that forms a tube of sand around itself that is
shaped like a cone. The walls of the tube are one grain of sand
thick. As the worm grows, he lengthens the large end of the
slightly conical tube by adding courses of fitted and mortared
sand grains after the grains are cleaned of bacteria and organics
by the mouthparts that appear golden. The “sand castle” tube
is rigid but quite fragile.

4.

8.

Nereocystis luetkeana: the bull kelp and other brown
seaweeds

Bull kelp grows faster than any other producers on the planet.
It is a member of the group Phaeophyta that include all brown,
ocean living, photosynthesizers. Although kelp resembles a kind
of weed or tree, it is quite different from plants that grow on
land. Kelp plants do not have roots. Kelp anchors itself to the
bottom of the ocean floor, but this anchoring system, called
the holdfast, does not take in nutrients like plant roots do. The
"leaves" of a kelp plant are called blades and the "stem" is called
the stipe. Another structure unique to kelp is the air bladder
which looks like a small balloon at the base of each blade. These
balloons are filled with carbon monoxide primarily. The stipe of
the kelp is very flexible and cannot stand up on its own–the air
bladders help the stipe and blades of the kelp float in the water,
which allows the kelp plant to grow up near the surface of the
water toward the sunlight.
5.

Ambergris: a waxy substance found on beaches

Ambergis is found either in the intestines of sperm whales, or
much more commonly washed up in large chunks on beaches,
some as large as 1,000 pounds (450 kg). This waxy substance
from some sperm whales' intestines is used as a fixative for
perfume and also as medicine and flavoring, sometimes more
valuable than whale oil. It is thought to form as a collection of
feces around indigestible parts of squid and other prey of the
whale to protect the whale’s internal parts from being sliced as
they pass through the digestive system.

Grimpoteuthis umbellata: the Dumbo octopus

The Dumbo effect is a result of the ear-like fins protruding from
the top of their head-like bodies, making them look a lot like Walt
Disney’s famous flying elephant. These rare bottom-dwellers live
at extreme depths, 3000-4000 meters. They hover above the
sea floor, searching for worms, clams, and other crustaceans.
They move by pulsing their arms, shooting water through their
funnel, or by waving their ear-like fins.
9.

Diploria labyrinthiformis: the brain coral and other brain
coral species

All hard coral are members of the Phylum coelenterate and
are related to anemones, jellyfish, and hydroids. With its round
grooved surface, this slow growing coral looks like a giant brain.
It is formed by polyps, with its tentacles arranged along the
sides of the rows and their mouths forming a groove along
the bottom. The coral is dome shaped, which makes the coral
strong enough to withstand pounding waves.
10. Calliactis tricolor and Clibinarius vittatus: the tri-colored
anemone, a symbiont of hermit crabs
Hermit crabs (Clibinarius vittatus) have evolved mutualistic
symbiotic relationships with sea anemones like the cloak
anemone (Calliactis tricolor). The anemones live on gastropod
shells occupied by the crabs. The cloak anemone is a reddishpink sea anemone that lives on snail shells inhabited by hermit
crabs. The anemone's nematocysts (stinging cells) protect the
hermit crab from predators. The crab provides the anemone
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with food and mobility. When a hermit crab changes its shell,
it tickles the basal disc of the anemone; the anemone then
stimulates the crabs release from its old shell and allows the
hermit to apply itself to the surface of a new shell. Hermits often
fight over anemones and steal them from one another.

•

http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu/site/index.html

•

http://www.thecephalopodpage.org/

11. Bathypterois grallator: the tripod fish

Berger, M. (2000). Dive! A Book of Deep Sea Creatures.
Hello Reader Science. Scholastic Cartwheel books.

The tripod fish (Bathypterois grallator) is named from the
enormously elongated fin-rays that they use to stand on the
deep ocean floor. The fish face into the current and spread
their other fins out like radio antennae. Deep sea fish like the
tripod fish are often heavier than water and sink if they stop
swimming.

MORE RESOURCES

Hoyt, E. (2001). Creatures of the Deep: In Search
of the Sea’s ‘Monsters’ and the World they
Live in. Firefly Books: Ontario, Canada.
Niesen, T.M. (2000). The Marine Biology Coloring Book.
Second ed. HarperCollins Publishers: New York.

12. Mola mola: the ocean sunfish
The ocean sunfish (Mola mola) is the largest bony fish in the
world. It is a unique pelagic (open ocean) fish, and specimens
of ocean sunfish have been observed up to 3.3 m (11 ft) in
length and weighing up to 2,300 kg (5,100 lb). A sunfish fry
can gain over 60 million times its starting weight if it lives to be
an adult.
STUDENT RESEARCH
Once you have shared with the students the characteristics of
each plant and animal, discuss how that adaptation helps them
survive in their environment. From there, each student will
select a plant or animal to research. They can then share their
findings with a presentation such as a visual aid, PowerPoint,
or diorama. Provide a special trip to the library or a local
university to research utilizing books and internet resources.
Awards for the most interesting characteristic could be given,
or students could create “real” or “not” questions for the class.
Students could even use inspiration or other technology tools
to create a display summarizing all the plants and animals to
exhibit at school.
WEBSITE RESOURCES
For deep sea examples:
•

http://www.extremescience.com/deepcreat.htm

•

http://people.whitman.edu/~yancey/deepsea.html

For other marine life suggested:
•

http://www.montereybayaquarium.org/

Nouvian, C. (2007). The Deep: The Extraordinary Creatures
of the Abyss. The University of Chicago Press: Chicago.
Rife, G.S. (2006). Adapting to the deep sea: a fun activity
with bioluminescence. Science Scope, NSTA. 16-20.
REFERENCES
National Research Council (NRC). (1996). National
Science Education Standards. Washington,
DC: National Academy Press.
Project Learning Tree. (2006). Project Learning
Tree Pre-K-8 Environmental Education Guide.
Washington, DC: American Forest Foundation.
is an Associate Professor of
Education at The University of Findlay.

Julie McIntosh, Ph.D.,

is a Professor of Biology and
Education at The University of Findlay.

Gwynne Rife, Ph.D.,
PHOTO CREDIT

Illustrations: Courtesy of Sarah Gosche

RELATED BRIDGE RESOURCE PAGE:
Ocean Discovery for Early Learners:
http://www.seaworld.org/just-for-teachers/guides/
pdf/ocean-discovery-prek.pdf
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Figure 1. Real or Not? (animals and plants 1-6)
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Figure 1. Real or Not? (animals and plants 7-12)
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SEA PERCH –CONNECTING STUDENTS, SCIENTIST, AND OCEANS
AROUND THE WORLD THROUGH UNDERWATER ROBOTICS
By Brandy M.M. Wilbur, Chryssostomos Chryssostomidis, and Nancy Adams

A simple, interactive platform creates a launching point for
students to explore marine sciences, engineering, biology,
chemistry, physics, and even history. The Sea Perch, a remotely
operated vehicle, is the focus of this innovative program
developed by the MIT Sea Grant College Program.
In recent years, practicing marine engineers and naval architects
have been retiring faster than newly trained professionals have
been entering these fields. To tackle this problem, the Office of
Naval Research (ONR) created the Naval Engineering Research
and Education Consortium (NERC). With a mission to develop
and implement an effective, sustainable program in naval
engineering research and education, NERC is composed of
representatives from academia, government, and industry.
Recognizing the need to excite students about marine science
and ocean engineering as early as possible, ONR funded MIT
Sea Grant in 2003 to create a K-12 initiative for NERC. The
program, Recruiting the Next Generation of Naval Architects,
centers on integrating ocean sciences and engineering into the
classroom via a novel hands-on underwater robotics program
known as Sea Perch. The Sea Perch is a small underwater
remotely operated vehicle or ROV. The Sea Perch program trains
educators on building the Sea Perch and its use on missions
to observe underwater environments and to collect near-shore,
water quality data. Having trained teachers in over 300 schools
and with international expansion established in Cyprus and
France, Sea Perch has proven to be effective at igniting school
children’s enthusiasm for science, technology, and engineering
and providing a gateway to education and careers in ocean
sciences and engineering.
DEVELOPING THE SEA PERCH PROGRAM
The Sea Perch program has its roots in an MIT freshman preorientation program known as Discover Ocean Engineering.
Discover Ocean Engineering was originally designed in 1997 by
a former MIT Sea Grant post-doc and researcher, Dr. Thomas
Consi, to recruit students into the Department of Ocean
Engineering. During this four-day program, students build a
small ROV (the antecedent of Sea Perch) from PVC pipe and
simple electronics. They then test their vehicles, meet Ocean
Engineering professors and students, and tour regional ocean
research facilities. This program proved to be such a successful
department recruiting tool that MIT Sea Grant adapted and
simplified the process of building the ROV for use in middle and
high schools, and the Sea Perch program was born.

Testing of Sea Perch in Gloucester Harbor.

In refining the Sea Perch vehicle for use in middle and high
school classrooms, MIT Sea Grant staff went back to Dr. Consi’s
source of inspiration, Build Your Own Underwater and Other
Wet Projects by Harry Bohm and Vickie Jensen. The Bohm and
Jensen book, along with Dr. Consi’s work, provided the basis for
a detailed training manual and guide book for building Sea Perch.
The step-by-step directions for building Sea Perch, along with
lesson plans, methods for assessment, and career information
and resources all developed at MIT Sea Grant, resulted in a
complete and actionable package for teachers and students.
DISSEMINATING THE SEA PERCH PROGRAM
To maximize the reach of Sea Perch, we chose the train-thetrainer model. Assuming that each educator trained on Sea
Perch reaches an average of 25 students per class, we have
been able to reach several thousands of students with the
program over the past six years.
Sea Perch teacher professional development consists of a twoday intensive workshop. In this workshop, teachers and mentors
are trained by Sea Perch staff (a marine educator and a marine
engineer) on how to build the Sea Perch vehicle made from
common supplies easily found at a hardware store – PVC pipe,
switches, motors, and a battery. Once teachers have completed
three units (frame, thrusters, and control box), MIT Sea Grant
staff take the teachers to a testing facility to run their vehicles.
This testing allows teachers to try their hands piloting the
vehicle while learning to troubleshoot any problems that arise,
before they work with students. Teachers also gain experience
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adding underwater cameras, sensors, hydrophones, grabber
arms, and water samplers to the vehicles and using them in
field exploration. In this way, teachers (and subsequently their
students) are exposed to engineering lessons in the construction
of Sea Perch, and then to biology and chemistry lessons as
the vehicles are used to explore underwater environments and
collect near-shore water samples for analyses. Finally, teachers in
the program receive training on how to develop curricula around
the building and use of Sea Perch to ensure their students’ Sea
Perch experience provides an outstanding foundation for a wide
range of scientific inquiry and technical skills.
SEA PERCH ONLINE
Having completed the Sea Perch training, teachers return to the
classroom with a wealth of resources, chief among them, the
MIT Sea Perch website (http://seaperch.mit.edu). The website
provides a downloadable version of the building manual and
parts list, video demonstrations of the building process, detailed
information on how individual parts work and related science
concepts, curriculum resources for teachers, links to marine
science and engineering academic programs and career sites,
news about the program, and PerchChat for connecting to
other Sea Perch users. We also offer two online programs that
allow our Sea Perch users to share their work and scientific data
throughout our network: Hack Your Perch and the Digital Ocean,
an online water quality database and GIS map.
HACK YOUR PERCH
The Hack Your Perch page provides a way for students to post
redesigns, simple additions, and major enhancements to the
basic Sea Perch vehicle. This could include anything from
adding aesthetic excitement to the Sea Perch with paint and
added sculptural elements to major redesigns to the frame or
mechanics, to the addition of homemade sensors or thrusters.
Hacks can be uploaded and shared through instructables.com,
a website dedicated to hacking, modifying, and improving every

day technology. This online forum for new Sea Perch ideas
stimulates creativity and provides an arena for students to learn
advanced techniques from their peers. And, by partnering with
instructibles.com, students’ ideas reach a vastly larger audience
of fellow engineers and hackers.
DIGITAL OCEAN
As part of the MIT Sea Grant digital ocean initiative, the Sea
Perch website features a worldwide water quality database that
allows Sea Perch users to collect, integrate, and map coastal
water quality data. Data collected from Sea Perch users around
the world can be uploaded to our state-of-the-art geospatial
database and made immediately available for the creation of
online maps and comparative graphs. Students and teachers
can use these materials in the classroom and customize data
to suit their course of study or to connect with other Sea Perch
classrooms in order to compare local data. Further, given the
relative dearth of near-shore, water quality data, these data are
important to many aspects of cutting edge, scientific research
and state resource managers.
NATIONAL MODEL AND PARTNERSHIPS
With the goal taking Sea Perch beyond New England, MIT Sea
Grant developed a national model for distributing this program.
We focused on utilizing our existing networks and collaborations
to assist us in different states where we disseminated this
program. Our goal is to always tap into existing collaborations
to create a local network for teachers in a specific area. This
provides the teachers with local knowledge, expertise, and
support after the workshop is complete.
To create a local network, we train not only middle school and
high school teachers, but staff members from the local Sea
Grant program, staff members from a local science center, and
staff or faculty from a local institution of higher education. In this
manner, the workshops build a local Sea Perch community and
foster a local, easy to access, idea and resource exchange that
has life long after MIT Sea Grant staff return home.
SUCCESSFUL EXAMPLES OF OUR NATIONAL MODEL

Sea Perch testing in pool.

In the spring of 2006, we were approached by COSEE South
East (SE) to implement a Sea Perch workshop as part of its
summer institute training. The partnership and topics overlapped
well, and we continued to work with their group in June 2006,
June 2007, and June 2008. Partners for COSEE SE varied each
year, depending on the state in which the summer institute
was being conducted (North Carolina, South Carolina, or
Georgia). The depth of the local partnerships that were created
is well demonstrated by the following sample group: Advanced
Technology Inc.; South Carolina; North Carolina and Georgia
Sea Grant; SC Department of Natural Resources; South Carolina
Marine Ed Association; University of Georgia; University of North
Carolina, Wilmington; and the National Marine Sanctuary.
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or may not continue the program at their new schools. Funding
is an ongoing issue within the schools; some teachers can
implement the program every year; some teachers are on a
biennial schedule; and some teachers may only be able to
offer the program once. However, each year we do survey our
teachers via email to see if they are still active. We typically
get a 25% return of our surveys and can document 60% of
the teacher respondents using Sea Perch more than two years
consecutively.

Teachers soldering wires at a Sea Perch workshop.

Maryland Sea Grant (MDSG)–March 2005. MIT Sea Grant
teamed with MDSG to bring 13 teachers and educators together
to learn about Sea Perch. The MDSG compiled a wonderful
team of collaborators for this event: Chesapeake Biological
Laboratory, University of Maryland Extension Service, and the
National Aquarium of Baltimore. Each partner contributed
significantly to the professional development experience for the
teachers and continued to support its respective teachers locally
with funding opportunities, field excursions, and supplies.
Hawaii Sea Grant–February 2006. MIT Sea Grant
teamed with University of Hawaii Sea Grant, Hawaii Institute
of Marine Biology, Waikalua Loko Fishpond Society, and the
Pacific American Foundation to bring the Sea Perch program
to 19 teachers and educations from the area. From this initial
professional development, Hawaii Sea Grant has supported the
use of Sea Perch throughout the Hawaiian Islands as part of inschool, after-school, and summer camp opportunities.
Harbor Branch Oceanographic Intuition (HBOI)–May
2008. MIT Sea Grant teamed up with the Florida Atlantic
University, HBOI, and the Link Foundation to bring 14 Florida
teachers the Sea Perch Program. As part of this training program,
MIT Sea Grant also trained HBOI staff on the mechanisms needed
to implement future workshops for their state, and assisted with
logistics and planning for a state-wide program. The HBOI has
conducted additional Sea Perch training programs regionally
and has also integrated the program into the curriculum of the
Marine & Oceanographic Academy, which is a marine magnet
high school that began on the HBOI campus.

We have not been able to track students from high school
through college to see if their exposure to Sea Perch has
led them to pursue a higher education in the sciences or
engineering. These data would be valuable to determine the
success of our program goals of increasing students in the fields
of marine engineering and naval architecture but unrealistic to
collect within the constraints of this program’s staffing and lack
of tracking of students through their college career at many
high schools.
FUTURE OF SEA PERCH
With the program starting locally in 2003 with four
Massachusetts teachers, we have expanded not only nationally
but internationally. We have reached over 300 teachers in 16
states and two countries (Cyprus and France) over the last six
years. To expand, we are looking locally to help teachers make
the program more sustainable within their schools. For the
2009-2010 school year, MIT Sea Grant will begin to offer a yearlong content institute for veteran Sea Perch teachers. Teachers
make a multiyear commitment to MIT Sea Grant in order to gain
ongoing access to our engineers and education staff. The Sea
Perch staff in turn assists in the development of a sustainable
Sea Perch program in the chosen schools. We provide monthly
classroom visits, mentoring, professional development
opportunities, advances in research, cost sharing of supplies,
and materials, as well as opportunities to bring students to MIT
to tour labs, test vehicle, and showcase their work as an end of
the year event at MIT. By creating a sustainable local program,
we will be able to develop another model that we can pass
along to our successful partnerships across the country.
MORE RESOURCES
•

Sea Perch: http://seaperch.mit.edu

•

MIT Sea Grant: http://seagrant.mit.edu

•

Office of Naval Research: http://www.onr.navy.mil/

CHALLENGES

•

The train-the-trainer approach is effective, due to the fact we
have been able to reach over 300 teachers since the beginning
of the program. However, tracking teachers’ success with the
program is a challenge. Some teachers leave their schools,
may or may not let us know that they have moved, and may

Build Your Own Under Water Robot and Other Wet Projects
by Harry Bohm and Vickie Jensen. ISBN 0-9681610-0-6.
http://www.westcoastwords.com/books_USD/details.
php?book_ID=101

Brandy M.M. Wilbur is the Education Coordinator and
Aquaculture Specialist for the MIT Sea Grant College Program.
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Her research focuses on larval finfish with an emphasis on their
development for aquaculture. Brandy also coordinates several
state, regional, and national education programs that focus on
aquaculture, fisheries, ocean engineering, and multidisciplinary
curricular development.

Chryssostomos Chryssostomidis, Director of
the MIT Sea Grant College Program, is Doherty Professor
of Ocean Science and Engineering, and Professor of
Mechanical and Ocean Engineering. His research interests
include design methodology for ships, vortex-induced
response of flexible cylinders, underwater vehicle design,
and design issues in advanced shipbuilding, including the
all electric ship and T-Craft.
Nancy Adams is the Assistant to the Director at the MIT
Sea Grant College Program. She has 20 years’ experience as a
non-profit administrator specializing in program management,
fundraising, and public relations.
PHOTO CREDIT

RELATED BRIDGE RESOURCE PAGES:
Bridge DATA Series: Coral Snapshots:
http://www2.vims.edu/bridge/DATA.cfm?Bridge_
Location=archive1109.html
MIT’s Sea Perch Program:
http://seaperch.mit.edu/
Marine Advanced Technology Education (MATE) Center:
http://www.marinetech.org/
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution’s Remotely Operated
Vehicle Jason/Medea:
http://www.whoi.edu/page.do?pid= 8423
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute’s Benthic Rover:
http://www.mbari.org/mars/science/rover.html
The C.O.O.L. Classroom:
http://www.coolclassroom.org/home.html

All Photos: Courtesy of MIT Sea Grant

JOIN NMEA
STUDENT
ACTIVE

Any full-time student. 1 year–$20
Any person who supports the goals of NMEA.
1 year–$40; 2 years–$78; 3 years–$118

CHAPTER AFFILIATE Any person who belongs to a regional chapter.
1 year–$35; 2 years–$68; 3 years–$103
FAMILY

ASSOCIATE

ASSOCIATE

______________________________________________________________________________
NAME

Active members receiving only one set of
mailings per household. 1 year–$65
Any person providing additional support to
NMEA. 1 year–$55

______________________________________________________________________________
TITLE/OCCUPATION

______________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS

______________________________________________________________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP
Foreign Memberships: please add $5.00 (U.S. Funds)
If joining as a student, please complete the following:

Any personal providing substantial additional
support to NMEA. 1 year–$100+

LIFE

Any person who wishes to join as an active
member for life. $500 or more

INSTITUTIONAL

Any active nonprofit organization with goals
similar to NMEA. 1 year–$40

______________________________________________________________________________
SCHOOL

______________________________________________________________________________
INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE

Please make check payable to NMEA and mail with this form to:

CORPORATE

Any company or organization involved with
the marine education market. $250 or more.

NMEA, P.O. Box 1470 Ocean Springs, MS 39566-1470
phone: (228) 818-8893 • e-mail: johnette.bosarge@usm.edu
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TAKING OCEAN EXPLORATION EDUCATION
INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCE

TO AN

By Melissa Ryan, Kristina Bishop, and Margarida Suárez

Presenting and marketing curriculum developed in the United
States to countries that do not have English as their primary
language has many benefits and challenges. This process offers
an opportunity to distribute and disseminate excellent ocean
science educational resources that have been developed by
U.S. organizations, such as NOAA’s Office of Ocean Exploration
and Research (OER) to a global audience of teachers. Special
attention needs to be paid to cultural and geographic differences,
and in order to be most effective, science curricula needs to be
presented in a way that is relevant to its audience.
In 2008-09, the Ocean Technology Foundation (OTF) received
a grant from NOAA OER to market and disseminate OER’s
curriculum materials to an international audience in Portugal,
since a global educational approach is critical in managing
and sustaining our ocean resources. Ciência Viva, Portugal’s
national science and technology education organization was
the lead partner in Portugal. Assessing the transferability of
these materials was a major component of the project. Faceto-face teacher professional development workshops were the
conduit for bringing these materials into Portuguese classrooms.
Through other initiatives, the OTF already had a long-standing
relationship with Ciência Viva, so a partnership between the
organizations was a natural fit.
Three professional development workshops were held in the
north, south, and central regions of Portugal. The agendas
and structure were similar to those of the teacher professional
development workshops that OER offers in the U.S. The OER
goals, activities, and website were introduced, and lessons
and hands-on activities were presented. Approximately onethird of each workshop was presented in English, with the
remainder presented in Portuguese. The concept of ocean
literacy and its principles were also introduced. Top Portuguese
researchers served as guest speakers to offer the teachers
a look at marine research taking place in Portugal, and how
the topics introduced were applicable to current Portuguese
science initiatives. Participants also held a discussion about the
best ways to integrate the materials into their curriculum, and
how they could fit into Portuguese science standards. Fifty-one
teachers participated in the workshops, including classroom
teachers (grades 5-10), informal teachers from Ciência Viva’s
satellite science centers, a non-profit called Coastwatch, and
the Lisbon Oceanarium.
Prior to the workshops, OTF worked with Ciência Viva staff
to identify 14 of the OER lessons that were most relevant to
Portuguese science education. In the U.S., much of OER’s focus

Teachers try out an activity on light penetration in the deep
ocean.

is on the deep ocean. In Portugal, teachers are focused more
heavily on the coastal environment, so the lessons that were
chosen explored topics such as plankton, ocean currents, and
biodiversity, although some lessons on the deep ocean were
also included. In each workshop, the lessons and activities
chosen were related to the marine issues that were current to
each geographic area where the workshop was held.
CULTURAL AND GEOGRAPHIC RELEVANCE
Before the workshops, the OER lessons and other materials were
reviewed by Ciência Viva staff for their applicability and relevance
to Portugal, both culturally and geographically. The project team
wanted to offer participants’ ways to connect personally with
the subject matter, so some lessons were chosen that had more
of a coastal or general focus (e.g. plankton, tides, sustainable
fisheries). Participants suggested that some lessons/activities be
modified in the future to make them more locally relevant. The
following examples illustrate how this could be accomplished:
•

Certain fish species mentioned in one of the lessons are
found only in U.S. coastal waters. Fish species local to
Portugal could be part of the lesson modification.

•

A Bingo icebreaker activity was modeled after the one used
in the U.S. workshops, but some questions were modified
to be more culturally relevant to the Portuguese participants.
For example, one query asks if anyone has been aboard a
NOAA ship, and this was changed to a question about who
has been aboard a Portuguese education training ship.
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•

A Web Quest activity used in the U.S. workshops was
translated into Portuguese and some questions were
modified. For example, the text in one question was
changed to reflect a NOAA expedition that took place near
the Azores Islands (Portugal), instead of one that took
place in the Gulf of Mexico.

•

For easier implementation into classrooms, lessons could
be aligned with Portuguese science education standards.

A field trip to the shore was held the day after each workshop, and
a local marine researcher accompanied participants to the field
site to provide practical application of the concepts presented
in the workshops. Participants explored the intertidal zone,
practiced species identification, and towed for plankton. This
field component was added thanks to the in-kind contributions
of Ciência Viva and was not part of the original proposal, but
served to greatly enhance the project and make the experience
more meaningful to participants.

to determine participants’ background in ocean sciences,
their prior familiarity with NOAA, and desired outcomes from
workshop participation. The surveys consisted of both forced
choice and open-ended questions. The surveys were translated
into Portuguese and completed by the teachers in Portuguese.
The survey responses in Portuguese were then translated into
English by Ciência Viva staff. A caveat to interpretation of the
survey data are that the data was translated by the Ciência Viva
team in Portugal and provided to the evaluator. Nuances of
interpretation across languages are possible, but this opportunity
was the best choice for the evaluation of this English-Portuguese
collaborative project.
PRE-WORKSHOP SURVEY DATA FINDINGS
Demographics
There were 50 respondents to the pre-workshop survey. Most
of the participants said they were not familiar with NOAA
OER. There was mixed response on the strength of teachers’
content background in ocean science, indicating a wide range of
competency in ocean science content going into the workshop.
Only 14% of respondents reported they had participated in
other ocean workshops for teachers. Fifty-four percent reported
that they were currently teaching ocean sciences, in addition
to other subjects. Most of the respondents indicated that they
learned about the workshop from Ciência Viva, with 10% having
learned about it from friends or colleagues.
DESIRED WORKSHOP OUTCOMES
Respondents expressed a wide range of expectations from the
workshop:
•

knowledge of ocean topics, such as those related to
biodiversity, climate change, and sustainability

Participants investigate the intertidal zone at a beach near Lisbon.

•

Portuguese teachers are not often afforded opportunities
for professional development and, when these programs are
offered, they are usually cost-prohibitive and prevent many
teachers from attending. Because they were grant-funded, the
workshops were offered to teachers free of charge, and in some
cases, a waiting list was established.

new methods and ideas for how to teach the theme and
diversify to their classes: “To get different ideas in order to
explore the content in different ways”

•

useful tools and resources, such as lessons, videos, interactive
games, kits, links, lab experiments, practical activities

•

ways to motivate students

•

issues, topics, and guidebooks specific to Portugal

•

continued contact with researchers and other teachers

In order to be accessible to workshop participants and the
public, all presentations, agendas, and photos are posted on
Ciência Viva’s website (www.cienciaviva.pt/rede/oceanos/
oceanos.asp).

POST-WORKSHOP SURVEY DATA FINDINGS
WORKSHOP EVALUATION AND METHODOLOGY
Evaluations of the workshops were conducted by The College
of Exploration. Workshop evaluation employed a mix of
quantitative and qualitative methodologies, including pre- and
post-workshop surveys, participant observation, and feedback
from the workshop team. A pre-workshop survey was used

Demographics
Fifty-one respondents from all three locations filled in the postworkshop survey. Forty-one were teachers; several were Ciência
Viva staff; and others included a National Coastwatch coordinator,
a student, and a marine biologist. There were seven men and 44
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women. The average number of years teaching was 14. Seventyfive percent of them indicated that website connectivity was
not a problem for using website-based information. The largest
number of these teachers taught Natural Sciences, followed by
Physics and Chemistry, to students’ ages 11-18.
COMPREHENSION OF ENGLISH AND USE OF
MATERIALS IN ENGLISH
When asked about their English comprehension, the responses
indicated that this did not present a problem for 59% of the
respondents, who ranked their English comprehension as
“Excellent” or “Good.” However 41% reported that they had
“Fair” or “Poor” English comprehension.
Ninety percent of the respondents said that it would not be
difficult to use the NOAA OER website because of limited
English. However, when asked if parts of the workshop
presented in English were difficult to understand because
of limited English comprehension, the responses were
mixed. Seventy-eight percent expressed no difficulty with
understanding and 10% gave a neutral response. However,
12% said they had difficulty.
FAMILIARITY AND COMFORT LEVEL WITH NOAA OER
AND ITS RESOURCES
A main goal of the project was to increase awareness, comfort
level, and use of NOAA OER’s expedition information and
educational resources. At the conclusion of the workshop,
participants were asked to rate their familiarity with NOAA. The
participants showed an increase in familiarity with NOAA OER,
with 60% having “Strongly Agreed” or “Agreed” that they were
more familiar with NOAA and its resources. When asked about
comfort level in teaching NOAA OER lessons and using the
resources, 90% “Strongly Agreed” or “Agreed” that they would
feel comfortable doing so.
Ninety-two percent “Agreed” or “Strongly Agreed” that they
would know how to use the NOAA website with their students
and would most likely use the sections of the website that
related to education, lessons, exploration, and technology, with

Overall Rating of the Workshop.

a special interest shown in those that included videos, photos,
and other multimedia.
FEEDBACK ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
The overall rating of the workshop was good to excellent.
All but one respondent said that the workshop increased their
knowledge of ocean sciences. When asked whether workshop
participation will increase integration of ocean sciences in their
classroom, 92% of respondents said they “Agreed” or “Strongly
Agreed.” Eighty-eight percent indicated that the workshop was
suitable for meeting curriculum requirements and indicated that
they would be able to incorporate the information.
FURTHERING PROFESSIONAL GOALS
When asked how the workshop contributed to furthering their
professional goals, the main responses were:
•

better scientific knowledge, gaining new knowledge, or
updating their current knowledge

•

increased motivation to work with an ocean science
theme

•

tools to make their classes better

•

new strategies for practical activities

•

interdisciplinary possibilities

•

ways to improve student motivation by making classes
appealing

BEST PARTS OF THE WORKSHOP

Comfortable Teaching NOAA OE Lessons and Resources.

Hands-on, practical activities and, specifically, the NOAA lessons
were the areas the teachers indicated they liked best (when
responding to an open-ended question). In another openended question, 12 respondents listed theory and lectures by
the researchers. As one person said, “The speakers managed to
connect the theory with the practical and the students.”
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BENEFITS

•

translate the NOAA videos, materials, and resources into
Portuguese

•

make the materials available online

•

create a virtual platform to share, encouraging partnerships
and joint projects

•

adapt the species to be those of Portugal

The most frequently mentioned benefits were:
•

knowledge and increased comfort with ocean theme

•

personal motivation

•

contact with NOAA and increased comfort with using
NOAA resources with students

•

materials

•

ideas and strategies to teach and improve classes

•

tools to motivate students

RECOMMENDED CHANGES
The participants shared a number of suggestions for changes to
the workshop format. These provide some important feedback
for those considering implementing workshops with international
partners. Highlights from these suggestions include:
•

increase the number of days for the workshop

•

respect the timetable/schedule

•

offer more workshop with different themes

•

promote more exchange with the investigators; more time
for discussion and debate

•

receive credit for the workshop

•

get feedback about U.S. schools

•

have more hands-on activities

•

provide more time for the activities

•

adapt to Portugal

•

have teachers present an original idea for their class

The teachers provided a variety of suggestions for additional
ocean topics to be incorporated in future workshops, including
biodiversity, climate change, pollution, Portuguese species,
conservation in Portugal, Portuguese case studies, marine
habitats, marine geology, ocean products, and ocean chemistry.
Teachers described how they could use the workshop
information, using materials directly, modifying them, and/or
developing extracurricular student projects.
MAKING THE WORKSHOP MATERIAL MORE USEFUL
FOR TEACHERS IN PORTUGAL
In response to the question about how to make the workshop
more useful for Portuguese teachers, the respondents offered
specific suggestions. These included:

Other ideas that were mentioned by individuals included:
introduce the theme in the curriculum through working with the
Education Ministry, advertise more to schools, adapt more for
the classroom, and have more on coastal information and less
about the deep ocean.
EVALUATION SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Overall participant response to the workshops was very
favorable. This positive position was shown through survey
responses and was also reinforced by feedback from interviews
with team partners and from the evaluator’s observations. The
teachers seemed pleased to learn about NOAA and reported
that NOAA resources would be useful in their classrooms. They
were enthusiastic and engaged, especially when completing the
hands-on activities. There was a strong sentiment to keep the
relationship going between the researchers and their partners;
the need for continuity was expressed several times. For the
most part, the workshops seemed to be a reasonable blend
of offering NOAA resources and activities with offering local
researchers’ presentations and acquainting the Portuguese
teachers with Ciência Viva. There was a good attempt to balance
the theory with the practical application. The addition of field
trips augmented experiential learning.
For about half of the respondents, the self-reported English
language proficiency was “Good” or “Excellent.” However, a
small number stated they had poor English proficiency. Although
a good number of NOAA learning resources were translated into
Portuguese specifically for these workshops, this highlighted
the need to have additional NOAA resources translated into
Portuguese to address all teachers’ needs and achieve more
widespread use of these materials throughout Portugal. The
importance of the translation was expressed by the team:
“Having 14 NOAA lessons translated and available online shows
that a very important step was taken. However, the work is not
yet completed as an adaptation to the Portuguese data and
reality is needed.” The feedback also stressed the importance
when offering workshops internationally to ensure that species
guides, organisms, environmental issues, and geographical
areas related to the local area and the country of interest were
featured in the workshops.
The workshop participants stated that they would like to see
more hands-on activities, more interaction with researchers,
and they offered suggestions on specific topics to be explored.
Most importantly, the topics presented needed to be relevant to
the local environment.
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This was the first big international effort for teacher professional
development of NOAA OER materials. This project serves as
an excellent model for cross-cultural exchange of science
education and a way to build a network of international, informal
education centers that use NOAA OER educational curriculum
and resources.
PROJECT SUSTAINABILITY
The sustainability of this project is already evident. In March
2009, Ciência Viva conducted a presentation on ocean topics
at an event for members of Portugal’s Parliament and other
influential political figures. To add some creativity and fun
to the presentation, Ciência Viva staff used the OER lesson,
“What’s Bright Red and Invisible?” to illustrate the light zones
of the ocean.

The translated NOAA OER lessons will continue to be used by
Portuguese educators and are available to the public on the
Ciência Viva website.
As part of a separate project, the OTF conducted a two-day
teacher workshop in the Azores. Many of the translated OER
lessons were used in this workshop, and the participants were
also introduced to the Ciência Viva Web pages, which host all
the translated lessons and other materials.

Melissa Ryan is the Director of Education and Outreach for
the Ocean Technology Foundation in Mystic, Connecticut. She
is also the Lead Program Instructor for NOAA’s Office of Ocean
Education and Research.
Kristina Bishop, Ph.D., is the Academic Director for the
College of Exploration in Potomac Falls, Virginia. She has been
involved in the evaluation of teacher professional development
programs for over 16 years and supports the development of
online learning communities for teaching and learning.
Margarida Suárez works at Ciência Viva (Portuguese
National Agency for Scientific and Technological Culture) where
she is a Liaison Officer for education projects, connecting
scientists with teachers and students. She has been involved in
education projects for the past five years.
PHOTO CREDITS
Pages 29, 30: Courtesy of A. Suárez
Page 33: Courtesy of Daniel Espirito Santo/Ciência Viva

RELATED BRIDGE RESOURCE PAGES:
NOAA Ocean Explorers:
http://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/explorations/
explorations.html
Dive and Discover:
http://www.divediscover.whoi.edu/index.html
University of Delaware’s Online Expeditions:
http://www.ceoe.udel.edu/expeditions/index.html
Joao Centieiro, the President of Portugal’s Science and Technology
Foundation, looks at his NOAA OER “deep sea goggles” during a
session on ocean science for Parliament members.

@Sea, Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute’s Expeditions:
http://at-sea.org/index_09b.html
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SOME OBSERVATIONS

ON THE IMPACTS OF

M ARINE EDUCATION

By Cynthia Cudaback

One of the best things about teaching is learning from students,
and my students have taught me a great deal about the
impacts of public marine education. I would like to share with
you some of the things I have learned from three years of
teaching introductory oceanography at a large public university.
At the beginning and end of each semester, my students fill
out an ocean literacy survey, answering questions about
their experience related to and interest in the ocean, their
understanding of ocean science, and their attitudes about the
science and stewardship of the ocean. Beth Hines (Mountain
Brook High School, Alabama) and Rachel Bergren (Shedd
Aquarium and Truman Community College, Illinois) also
collected pre-class surveys in their classes.
Some common themes emerged in the surveys from all three
demographics. Students are fascinated by and passionate about
the ocean. They are intrigued by marine organisms, but have
little understanding of ecology or evolution. They are concerned
about human impacts, but show little awareness of issues other
than pollution. These themes indicate the past successes and
future opportunities for marine education.
Enthusiasm for the Ocean: Students come to my class with the
curiosity and enthusiasm needed to learn about the science and
stewardship of the ocean. About a quarter mention the size and
mystery of the ocean in their pre-class essays, including such
comments as: “It makes my imagination go wild!” Students also
feel a profound personal connection with the ocean, identifying
the beach as a place where they feel complete or at peace.
They often describe the ocean in religious or romantic terms.
The source of students’ enthusiasm is largely a personal
experience with the ocean. Before administering the survey, I
present a slideshow of some coastal regions I have loved and
studied; this may be part of the reason that 80% of my students
list personal experiences with the ocean as an important source
of ocean knowledge. However, 54-60% of high school and
community college students in other parts of the country also
mention personal experience.

most say that ocean sciences were mentioned briefly in other
courses. Finally, about 20% of students mention that they learn
from, and share information with, their family and friends. This
last statistic indicates that our educational efforts can extend
well beyond the classroom through social networks.
Interest in Marine Organisms: In response to the essay prompt,
“What interests you about the ocean?” about two-thirds of
students mention marine life. Their interest is strongly slanted
toward charismatic organisms and very few students mention
ecosystems or evolution. When asked to describe a marine
ecosystem, most students mention coral reefs and make
some vague aesthetic comments about color and motion. Few
students describe connections within the ecosystem. Similarly,
more than three-quarters of students realize that ocean life is
more diverse than terrestrial, but fewer than half actually know
that mammals are more closely related to each other than starfish
and jellyfish. The use of charismatic fauna to catch attention is
clearly working, but public education efforts could be expanded
into the familial and ecological relationships among organisms.
The relationships among organisms are vitally important to
the habitability of the planet. Under Ocean Literacy Essential
Principle four (i.e. “the ocean makes the Earth habitable”), there
are only two fundamental concepts: that all life originated in the
ocean, and plants in the ocean produce most of our oxygen
(COSEE 2005). In the 550 pre-class essays I have collected, not
one student has ever mentioned either of these concepts. This
could be an important direction for future efforts.
Concern about Pollution: College students are concerned
about the well-being of the ocean. Most consider it essential

Most students also choose the media and informal education
as important sources of knowledge about the ocean. They
tend to watch TV shows about the news several times a year,
especially the Discovery Channel and National Geographic.
By contrast, they visit aquaria and museums quite rarely,
sometimes perceiving an aquarium visit as a rainy day option
during a beach vacation.
About half identify formal education as a source of ocean
knowledge, but very few have taken a course in ocean science;

The author’s son with one of his favorite sea critters.
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The things I learned from my college students have implications
for K-12 and informal education. Weird critters can be used to
introduce children to the concepts of ecosystems and diversity.
Pollution could be the hook that draws them into discussions of
their own impacts on the ocean. We have an audience eager to
learn, and we can do an even better job of teaching.

Cynthia Cudaback grew up in the San Francisco Bay
area, where the ocean was a constant part of life. Her degrees
in physics and geophysics led to a career in oceanography. Her
experiences in academia revealed a passion for teaching, and
specifically for promoting ocean literacy. She is now president
of Ocean and You, and brings marine education to schools in
North Carolina.
PHOTO CREDIT
The author and her son enjoying a day at sea together.

to the survival of the planet and believe that Earth is suffering
severe abuse. However, their knowledge of human impacts is
somewhat limited–when asked how their actions affect the
ocean, 80-90% of students mention pollution. With prompting,
they can give a reasonably coherent discussion of the
connection between specific actions like littering on the beach
and specific problems such as entanglement of marine life. By
contrast, fewer than 10% of students mention fishing, global
warming, coastal development, or political action. About 20%
of students mention education, either teaching or learning, as a
way to affect the ocean.
Students’ interest in pollution becomes apparent in classroom
discussions of actions they could take for the good of the ocean–
beach cleanup efforts, which dominate these conversations.
Direct personal impacts seem to have more of a priori appeal
than more general conservation efforts. However, during a
recent drought, my students were eager to explore their options
for water conservation and the effects of their actions.
College students, who are an important subset of the interested
public, are clearly ready to learn more about human impacts on
the ocean and about what they personally could do to make
a difference. Pre- and post-class attitude surveys indicate a
significant increase in students’ sense of personal responsibility
and empowerment to work for the good of the ocean.

Page 34: Courtesy of Cynthia Cudaback
Page 35: Courtesy of Andrew Newell

RELATED BRIDGE RESOURCE PAGES:
Sea Semester at WHOI Activities:
http://www.sea.edu/academics/k12.aspx
Bridge DATA: What’s in your Watershed?
http://www2.vims.edu/bridge/DATA.cfm?Bridge_
Location=archive0203.html
National Marine Sanctuaries–Game of Life:
http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/education/teachers/
pdfs/sustain_seafood_lesson1.pdf
Earth Exploration Toolbook: When is Dinner Served?
http://serc.carleton.edu/eet/phytoplankton/
Maryland Sea Grants Biofilms and Biodiversity:
http://www.mdsg.umd.edu/programs/education/
interactive_lessons/biofilm/index.htm
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PHONE CALLS

FROM THE

DEEP: CAN YOU HEAR M E NOW?

By Jessica Sharkey

However, Alvin can also be used as a means to reach out to
students and get them interested in ocean science.

Alvin on deck of the R/V Atlantis. Alvin is a three-person submarine
operated by the Deep Submergence Facility at Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute.

Advances in technology require educators and scientists alike to
continually find novel and innovative ways to engage students
in learning about science. One means to connect students in
grades K-12 to science is to enable them to directly communicate
with scientists in the field. So, how can an activity such as a
simple phone call inspire and encourage the next generation of
ocean scientists? The fact that the person on the other end of
the line is inside a submarine, sitting on the seafloor, might have
something to do with it.
Dr. Wheat at the University of Alaska Fairbanks is working to
create a program that employs the use of a phone call from the
bottom of the ocean to the classroom, as a creative teaching tool.
Alvin is a three person submarine operated by the National Deep
Submergence Facility at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
(WHOI) and has a crew of highly trained pilots dedicated to
its operation and maintenance. Most famous for its exploration
of the RMS Titanic, Alvin is used in scientific endeavors. The
research vessel R/V Atlantis is specifically outfitted to service
the needs of Alvin and makes voyages all over the world to
conduct deep sea research. Each time the Alvin makes a dive,
it carries one pilot and two science observers up to a depth
of 4500m (approximately three miles), where they spend six
to eight hours collecting samples and deploying instruments
before resurfacing. Alvin allows scientists to conduct research
and make observations about biogeochemical processes in
these remote locations in order to better understand the deep
ocean environment. Researchers working in multiple disciplines
at numerous academic and research institutions employ
the submarine to perform a variety of deep sea operations.

The basis of the program is that students in a classroom
hundreds, even thousands of miles away can ask questions
relating to deep ocean science and exploration to the people
inside Alvin, while it is working on the seafloor, and get an
immediate response. Students of all ages and from various
backgrounds can benefit from participating in this unique
opportunity. With the help of a teacher coordinator from the
Monterey Bay Aquarium, in February 2009, three classes were
able to ask scientists and a pilot questions while the researchers
conducted studies off the coast of Costa Rica from a submarine
at the bottom of the ocean. While this was not the first time
a phone call like this took place, based on past success and
support from the Alvin group, the program was continued and
expanded to include additional teachers during a recent voyage
off the coast of Washington in September 2009. This time
the number of teachers wanting to take part far exceeded the
number of slots available and, in the end, 10 classes received
phone calls. The overwhelming interest to participate clearly
demonstrated the need for a program like this that has the
ability to reach many students.
So, how is it possible for a student standing in a classroom to have
a conversation with a researcher sitting in a tiny titanium sphere
on the bottom of the ocean? Ship to shore communication at
sea has been limited in the past; however, the ability to stay
connected through satellite technology and internet access has
become increasingly more available. Making a phone call to the
submarine is less complicated than one might think. During a
dive, the Alvin pilot communicates with the ship on the surface
using an underwater telephone (UQC). The UQC works much

Students ask questions relating to deep ocean science and
exploration to the people inside Alvin.
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like a radio broadcast, but uses a sound carrier travelling through
water instead of radio waves. The call from the ship to the
classroom is made via a satellite phone and then passed to
the submarine using a phone patch. There is a several second
delay between the time when one person speaks and the other
person hears what was said. The word “over” is used at the end
of each transmission, to signify the person has finished speaking
and to avoid any confusion. Phone calls are recorded using a
voice recorder on the ship and then sent to teachers so they
have a record of the experience. A teacher needs a speaker
phone so the students can hear the conversation in order to
participate in the program.
Support materials are supplied to aid the teachers in getting
the students interested and thinking about what questions they
want to ask. Several PowerPoint presentations, which explain
some of the science behind the research being carried out
during a particular cruise, are given to the teachers ahead of
time. Depending on their grade level, teachers can use this
material to introduce students to deep sea topics such as a midocean ridge hydrothermal setting. In addition, Dr. Wheat’s group
made short informational videos while at sea on the Atlantis,
which were uploaded to YouTube for those interested to watch.
These videos provide an additional conduit for the students to
watch the scientists explain the research they are conducting
and the tools they use to accomplish their work. Topics range
from learning about deep sea worms to how the instruments are
assembled before being deployed. The videos also give students
a glimpse into the lives of those aboard the ship and the myriad
of operations that occur on a research vessel (http://www.
youtube.com/results?search_query=AlvinExplorers&search_
type=&aq=f). Additional resources for teachers can be found
on the internet and include the WHOI interactive Alvin website.
This site provides teachers and students with the opportunity
to go on a virtual tour of the submarine and expand their
knowledge about deep sea exploration (http://www.whoi.edu/
page.do?pid=8422). Google Ocean (http://earth.google.com/
download-earth.html), a free internet download, is an extremely
useful tool, allowing students to visually explore the oceans and
take a virtual tour of the seafloor. Teachers can use this program
to pinpoint the latitude and longitude of Alvin’s location and
display it on a screen during the phone call to give students
a visual aid. Google Ocean has additional features, including
functions that highlight areas of interest related to ocean science
and exploration, and clickable links that provide supplemental
information. These tools help teachers excite students about
the phone call–and as teacher Laura Arnow noted, “It really
charged the inquiry batteries.”
Students prepare their questions beforehand and teachers
email a copy to the ship, which allows calls to go smoothly
for everyone. Since time is limited, each call lasts about 1012 minutes with students asking between 5-8 questions.
Students wait anxiously for the call to come in. Some of the
students are nervous and the younger students are sometimes
hard to hear, so the questions are often repeated. Once the

Alvin carries one pilot and two science observers up to a depth of
4500m.

connection is made, eager students fire away and ask questions
such as: “Can you feel the pressure at depth? ” and “What do
you see out the window right now? ” The scientists and pilots
respond enthusiastically to each of the questions and make
the students feel as if they are there in the submarine with
them. For older students, questions such as “What training
do you need to become an Alvin pilot? ” or “What type of
education do you need to be a research scientist? ” can
influence a student’s decisions about their future. Some of
the students are also thinking about the research itself and
want to know, “What are you researching and why and what
happens to the information and how does it affect us? ” Other
common questions include, “Do you get claustrophobic being
in such a small space, and what are some of the dangers
and safety precautions being taken aboard Alvin? ” The most
popular and important question asked is, of course, “How do
you go to the bathroom? ” Once the call is over students are
left with a unique experience.
The possibilities to incorporate the phone call into lesson plans are
endless. For the fourth grade students at the International School
of Monterey, this activity fit in nicely with the coastal ecosystems
“Life near the Edge” unit they were studying. The coursework
introduced the students to the deep ocean environment and the
extreme conditions under which organisms can survive. However,
it was the experience of actually talking to the people in the
submarine that really sparked their interest. Having contact with
actual scientists working in the field acts to increase the students’
interest and knowledge of science in general. According to Laura
Arnow, “… it makes them realize that science is a conversation
between people—that we are all learning all the time and that
is exciting.” Another teacher was able to develop a deep sea
exploration unit around the phone call. One of the future goals
of the program is to employ a teacher to coordinate the phone
calls while at sea and develop a curriculum for broad distribution
that meets specific teaching criteria.
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A program with the ability to reach a broad range of students
like this one is critical to creating the next generation of ocean
scientists. Phone calls from the Deep encourage students to
question the realm of possibility like the early ocean explorers
before them.

Jessica Sharkey is a research assistant for Dr. Wheat at
the University of Alaska Fairbanks and is currently traveling and
writing about organic farming. (If your students are interested
in this program, please contact Dr. Geoff Wheat at wheat@
mbari.org.)
PHOTO CREDITS
Pages 36 (top) and 38: Courtesy of Jessica Sharkey
Page 36 (bottom): Courtesy of Claudia Paul
Alvin is deployed in the water off the coast of Washington.

The experience of making phone calls from the seafloor
to the classroom is equally gratifying. At times, unforeseen
circumstances are encountered while at sea, such as Alvin
not being able to dive due to rough seas or high winds. These
events forced some of the calls to be rescheduled; however, the
commitment of all those involved and flexibility on everyone’s
part ensured that each class had the opportunity to participate.
Much is owed to the members of the Alvin crew who are
extremely supportive and go out of their way to accommodate
these phone calls. Both the scientists and crew enjoy being able
to share their experiences with the students.
Passion is what inspired the first ocean scientists to go out and
create the tools necessary to explore the oceans. Over the years,
technology has allowed us to study and explore greater ocean
depths, but there is still much to be discovered. Therefore, it
is our responsibility as scientists and educators to utilize these
tools to provide unique learning opportunities for students.
Programs that not only teach students about marine science,
but expose students to real life situations are essential to stir the
imagination and increase the students’ interest and knowledge.

Page 37: Courtesy of Mark Spear

RELATED BRIDGE RESOURCE PAGES:
Bridge DATA Series–Diversity of the Deep:
http://www2.vims.edu/bridge/DATA.cfm?Bridge_
Location=archive0505.html
NOAA Ocean Explorers:
http://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/explorations/
explorations.html
NOAA Vents Program:
http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/vents/
American Museum of Natural History Expeditions–
Black Smokers:
http://www.amnh.org/nationalcenter/expeditions/
blacksmokers/

CALL FOR PAPERS
SHARE YOUR IDEAS, LESSONS, or RESEARCH in Marine Education!
The editors of Current: The Journal of Marine Education are seeking articles for upcoming general issues. We hope
to review and publish articles on topics related to marine education. We seek original manuscripts that describe
research, lessons, resources, or strategies for teaching marine and aquatic lessons to a variety of audiences. Please
submit articles and/or activities by September 13, 2010 to Lisa Tooker at ltooker@sbcglobal.net for consideration.
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FIDDLIN’

AROUND WITH

FIDDLER CRABS

By Marvin M. Mace III and Mary Carla Curran

One of the main components of science education is inquiry,
which helps students gain a better understanding of science
through a combination of knowledge along with reasoning
skills (National Research Council 1996). Investigation of animal
adaptations involves the observation of differences among or
within species. For example, why do male fiddler crabs have
one extremely enlarged claw and one small claw? In order to
involve students in science, university research projects can be
modified into K-12 activities (Curran 2003; Curran and Fogleman
2007). The purpose of the present activities is to introduce
young students to the process of deductive reasoning and the
concept of replication in science by using data from university
research and to have students collect and interpret their own
data. This activity is a result of student questions about claw
size in fiddler crabs, use of claws in obtaining food or attacking
predators, and the foods that fiddler crabs eat.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Fiddler crabs in the genus Uca are found worldwide in coastal
areas (Crane 1975). Male crabs are easily identified by the
extremely large claw (major cheliped) that can weigh almost half
the total weight of the crab and reach a length three times that
of their body (Crane 1975). These crabs are called fiddler crabs
because when the males feed by using their minor cheliped
(small claw) to scoop up sediment to their mouth repeatedly
it looks like they are playing a fiddle, with the major cheliped
being the fiddle. The major cheliped is thought to have evolved
mainly through sexual selection, as it is used in courtship waving
displays by males attempting to attract females, although it is
also used in sound production and ritualized combat between
males (Crane 1975). Another use of the major cheliped by male
fiddler crabs is to avoid predation. Similar to a lizard, a male
fiddler crab can voluntarily drop its major cheliped (autotomy)
and escape predation (Pratt et al. 2002). Autotomy of the major
cheliped can account for over half of the unsuccessful attacks on
male fiddler crabs (Mace 2009; Mace and Curran in review).

The following Ocean Literacy Principles (Cava et al. 2005) will
be addressed:
5. The ocean supports a great diversity of life and ecosystems.
d.

Ocean biology provides many unique examples of life
cycles, adaptations, and important relationships among
organisms (such as symbiosis, predator-prey dynamics,
and energy transfer) that do not occur on land.

i.

Estuaries provide important and productive nursery areas
for many marine and aquatic species.

MATERIALS
All activities require pencils and the corresponding portion of the
Fiddler Crab Worksheet (see pages 44-45) Download additional
Fiddler Crab Worksheets from the NMEA website at http://
marine-ed.org/current. Questions from the worksheet can be
completed as the corresponding information is explained.
ASSESSMENT
The teacher can collect the worksheet to see if questions were
answered correctly and thoroughly. The teacher can also engage
students in a group discussion, using the provided questions.
SAFETY
Activities one and two do not involve any potentially dangerous
objects other than pencils. For activity three, live animals that
pinch could be used but we provided modifications. Some
schools may prohibit use of any animals in the classroom. Be
sure to handle organisms carefully and wash hands thoroughly
when finished. For activity four, students will be physically
active, so make sure the area is appropriate and free of harmful
objects. Be sure the adult-to-student ratio is adequate for the
selected activities.

The following United States National Science Standards will be
addressed:

ACTIVITY 1: GETTING TO KNOW FIDDLER CRABS

Science content standard A: Science as inquiry standards (K-4)

Students will be given information about what fiddler crabs eat
and the differences between males and females.

•

Abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry and understanding
about scientific inquiry.

Science content standard C: Life Science (K-4)
•

Characteristics of organisms and organisms and
environment.

PROCEDURES
1.

Explain how to tell the difference between male and female
fiddler crabs by the size of their claws. Males have one
extremely large claw and one small claw, while females
have two small claws.
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Ask students to think of any advantages of having an
extremely enlarged claw (i.e. protection, to attract
females?). Then ask them to think of any disadvantages to
having an extremely enlarged claw. Could more energy be
needed to move a big claw? Do males spend more time
feeding than females because males have only one small
claw? Do males run more slowly than females because of
the extra weight of a big claw?
Explain to students that a male crab may voluntarily drop
their big claw (autotomize its claw) when a predator grabs
the male crab, which gives the male crab a chance to
escape predation. Ask students why it may not be good
for a male fiddler crab to voluntarily drop its big claw.
After dropping its claw would the crab be able to use this
method to get away again? Could the male crab attract
females without a big claw? Does the male crab have to
spend energy growing a new big claw?
2.

Preserved specimens can be passed around while
going through the background information. If preserved
specimens are not available, have students look at the
attached pictures and diagrams.

EXTENSIONS/MODIFICATIONS

able to defend themselves better with the enlarged claw
or will the females be able to run faster and escape the
blue crab?
3.

For question three, have students add up the number of
fiddler crabs eaten and compare with the answers given to
questions one and two. Point out that making a conclusion
after only trial one would have been incorrect because
ultimately more males were eaten. Have students discuss
possible reasons for the results they calculated. Which type
of fiddler crab was eaten more often? Why?

ACTIVITY 3: FIDDLER CRAB RACE
Students will conduct a race with live fiddler crabs to determine
if male fiddler crabs will run more slowly than female crabs.
MATERIALS
•

Race track for fiddler crabs constructed from cardboard box
(Figure 1, see below)

•

Live male and female fiddler crabs

A video of fiddler crabs could be shown to students, and the
types of behaviors exhibited could be documented and counted
by students.

ACTIVITY 2: BLUE CRAB FEEDING PREFERENCE
This activity will require students to use information obtained in
the introduction above to formulate an idea about the feeding
preference of blue crabs, when offered male and female fiddler
crabs. It should be explained to students that this was an actual
experiment and conducted as part of a master’s thesis (Mace
2009; Mace and Curran in review).
PROCEDURES
1.

Explain the following university research on prey preference.
Kiddy pools were filled with water and multiple male and
female fiddler crabs were placed into each pool with one
blue crab. The number and type of fiddler crabs consumed
were recorded.
Explain that the experiment was conducted a number of
times (6) to ensure the results were not biased because of
the lack of replication. One of the main tenants of science is
repeatability: results should be duplicable if an experiment
is conducted by other scientists.

2.

Ask students which gender of crab will be able to avoid
predation better? Do they think the male crabs will be

Figure 1. Diagram of the fiddler crab race track with two lanes, one
for male fiddler crabs and the other for female fiddler crabs. The
track was made from the top of a cardboard box, and the middle
section was placed into the box top and secured with tape. Students
can decorate the box and/or add a “start” and “finish” line.

PROCEDURES
1.

Have a student generate a table with a race number in
the first column and gender of the winner in the second
column.

2.

Place the fiddler crab race track in an open area on the floor
or on a table so that students will have access to all sides of
the track. Place a female fiddler crab in one lane of the track
and a male fiddler crab in the other lane. Tell the students
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to approach the fiddler crabs from behind the start line,
maybe waving their hands or making noises, and continue
to follow the crab along the side of the track until one crab
reaches the finish line. Repeat this procedure for all pairs
of male and female fiddler crabs or conduct multiple races
with the same crabs.
3.

After all races are complete, tally the results on the board
and compare with the answers from question one. Ask
students to discuss any differences in the number of
races won by male and female crabs. Does the enlarged
claw of male crabs have any disadvantages, such as
reduced escape speeds or maneuverability compared to
female crabs?

EXTENSIONS/MODIFICATIONS
Students at the Savannah State University Coast Camp place
fiddler crabs at start line.

If timers are available, have student(s) time the crabs and
compare results. If fiddler crabs are not available, other small
animals such as grasshoppers, ants, or frogs can be used.
Certain animals exhibit sexual dimorphism, such as turtles,
skinks, preying mantids, and beetles, but not all are easily sexed
or appropriate classroom organisms. Although you may not be
able to differentiate gender for the species available, you could
randomly assign individuals as “male” or “female.” Remind
students to handle living organisms delicately and if taken from
outside to return them as quickly as possible. Wind-up toys,
such as cars, can also be used. Extra weight or an appendage
can be attached to one wind-up toy to represent the big claw of
the male fiddler crab.

ACTIVITY 4: STUDENT CRAB-WALK RACES
This activity will allow students to experience walking sideways
like fiddler crabs, as they race each other.
MATERIALS
Open area for students to race
PROCEDURES

The female fiddler crab is the clear winner in this race. (Note: the
male at the start line at the top of the picture.)

1.

In an open area, mark off a start line and a finish line at a
specified distance. This will be the “race track” for students
to race each other.

2.

Divide the students into two teams. The teams could be
assigned randomly or they could be arranged by gender
(boys versus girls). Have a student generate a table with a
race number in the first column and gender of the winner
in the second column. Have a student record the winners
of each race in the table. Before beginning the race, have
the students predict which group will be faster.

3.

Position each team at the start line. Tell the first students
from each team to get in the crab walk position and then
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Report on Ocean Literacy. Available at http://www.coseene.net/about/documents/OLitFinalReport.pdf.
Crane, J. (1975). Fiddler Crabs of the World. Ocypodidae: genus
Uca. Princeton University Press: Princeton, NJ.
Curran, M.C. (2003). Learning the metric system: calculating
fish distributions, densities, and means using candy fish.
Current: The Journal of Marine Education. 18:28-31.
Curran, M.C., and T. Fogleman. (2007). Unraveling the mystery
of the marsh: training students to be salt marsh scientists.
Current: The Journal of Marine Education. 23:25-29.
For the crab walk, male students can be asked to carry a backpack
to mimic the burden of an increased claw size in male fiddler crabs.
These students were participants in the Savannah State University
Coast Camp.

have another student yell “go.” The two students will crawl
sideways until they reach the finish line. When they reach
the finish line, they can stand up and race back to the
start line and tag the next students to go. The first team
to have all of their members complete the race will be
declared the winner. To assess repeatability, the race could
be conducted multiple times using the same teams. Ask
students to list possible reasons why one team may have
been faster than the other team.
EXTENSIONS/MODIFICATIONS
Require the boys to carry a large object, such as a book bag,
to simulate the big claw of a male fiddler crab. Ask students
to predict if the boys or girls will be faster and, after the races
are complete, have them discuss why they think one group
was faster.
After completing all four activities, we noted that students
seemed most interested in the racing sections and cheered
enthusiastically for their favorite crab or student team. Giving
male students the added burden of a backpack definitely
affected our results and created much discussion.
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Bay Field Guide–Fiddler Crabs:
http://www.chesapeakebay.net/fiddler_crab.htm
ACE Basin Species Gallery–Fiddler Crab:
http://www.dnr.sc.gov/marine/mrri/acechar/specgal/
fiddler.htm

South Carolina Department of Natural Resources–
Fiddler Crabs:
http://www.dnr.sc.gov/cwcs/pdf/FiddlerCrab.pdf

NMEA 2010 ANNUAL CONFERENCE

From the Mountains to the Sea: NMEA 2010!
Save the dates: July 18-23, 2010
Conference location: Gatlinburg Convention Center
Hotel: Glenstone Lodge
The Tennessee Educators of Aquatic and Marine Science (TEAMS) invite you to Gatlinburg, Tennessee at the
foothills of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
The conference begins Monday afternoon with an exhibit preview and reception. Before taking it to the top of
Mount Harrison aboard the Gatlinburg Aerial Tramway, we will enjoy the Stegner Lecture performance. Tuesday
through Thursday are jam-packed with general and concurrent sessions. Tuesday will conclude with a fun-filled
night at Ripley's Aquarium of the Smokies. The annual auction will take place Wednesday evening so be sure to
bring your checkbook! The highlight of the afternoon is the awards presentation followed by a real Tennessee
Hoedown at Dumplin Valley farm; and Friday is full of field trips that will take you to exciting destinations around
East Tennessee and concludes with a stampede at Dolly Parton's Dixie Stampede. For more information, visit
www.nmeaweb.org/gatlinburg2010.
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FIDDLER CRAB WORKSHEET: ACTIVITY 1
Fiddler crabs live in salt marshes and male fiddler crabs are easy to identify because they have one very large claw and one small
claw. Females look like males, but have two small claws. Another way to tell the difference between male and female fiddler crabs
is to flip them over and look at their underside. When the crabs are flipped over there will be a part on females that will look like an
upside down “U” and will be wide, while this part on males will be thinner and look more like an upside down “V.”
1.

Which pictures below are male and which are female fiddler crabs?

a) Circle one: male or female

b) Circle one: male or female

Pictured below is a part of the underside of two fiddler crabs. Look at the shape of the dotted line. Which is a male or female?

a) Circle one: male or female

b) Circle one: male or female

2.

What are some reasons why it would be good for a male fiddler crab to have one really big claw? Why may it not be good to
have one really big claw?

3.

Male crabs can drop their big claw just like a lizard can drop its tail when something is holding onto its tail. Why would it not be
good for a male fiddler crab to drop its big claw?

Questions based on Extensions/Modifications:
4.

What are some of the things fiddler crabs were doing in the video?

5.

Why would crabs do such things?
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FIDDLER CRAB WORKSHEET: ACTIVITY 2
1.

Based on what we have learned so far about fiddler crabs, do you think a predator (the blue crab) will eat more male or female
fiddler crabs when given a choice between both types of fiddler crabs?
a) Circle one: male or female
b) Why?

2.

Below is the number of male and female fiddler crabs eaten by blue crabs after the experiment was completed only once.
Males eaten = 14

Females eaten = 24

Based on these numbers (results) do you want to change your first guess (hypothesis) about which type of fiddler crab will be
eaten more often by blue crabs?
Circle one: yes or no
3.

Below is the number of male and female fiddler crabs eaten by blue crabs each time the experiment was repeated.
a) Add up the number of male and female fiddler crabs eaten.
Experiment

1

2

3

4

5

6

Males eaten

14

15

21

7

14

27

Females eaten

24

10

11

6

9

17

b) Which was eaten more?

Total

Circle one: males or females

c) Was your hypothesis correct before you were given any results?

Circle one: yes or no

d) Was your hypothesis correct after looking at results from the first time the experiment was done?
4.

Of the six experiments, how many times were more males

or females

5.

Why do you think scientists need to conduct an experiment more than once?

6.

Why do you think one type of crab was eaten more often by blue crabs?

Circle one: yes or no

eaten?
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